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CHAPTER I
IHTRaDTKJTIOH
If th* Kestorlant are eonsldered to be the first repre-
sentativea of Christianity, Christianity has been in China for
centuries. Since the Protestant mission work beginning with
the arriTing of Robert Morrison at Canton in 1807 , the history
of the Protestant missions in China till now extends over
about one hundred and fifty years* lowever^ Christians are
still a small minority in China. Christian education in China
at the present time is in an elementary stage Atheistic
communism instead of Christianity dominates the land of China.
X. Tm PROBLEM
Statement of the probl�m. Christian education has a
great daal to do with the progreas of Christianity. The pur
pose of this study was to discover: {1} efforts made in China
along the line of Christicm education, (2) their historical
influences, (3) their success � (4) their failure, (5) condi
tions obtaining today, (6) the hope for tomorrow.
Importanoe of the study, lany missionaries and native
Cheater B* Miao, **China," Christian Education Around
the World Today. Part B (Hew York t The World Council o?
SEFiaBTan IZTucation, 1950), p. B-15.
2workers, who have had many years of experience in the field,
often neglect to review the past and evaluate their methods.
Sxich a study is necessary to the iaprov�nent of their
endeavors* Again, many young missionaries are preparing to
go and need knowledge of Ohina and its cultural background*
They must beware of the traps which caused the failures of
their forerunners* Moreover, by imderstanding the present
situation, new vision and the develo|aBent of new methods may
be obtained*
II. DEPINrPIOK OF CHHISTIAH EDUCATIOH
To many of the Chinese, Christian educatiooa means to
attend a Christian mission school; to scmie, it means church
worship, Sunday school or Bible class. Ai�>ng the leaders of
the churches an^ missions, there have been two spov^pat lib
erals and conservatives*
The liberals adhere closely to the philosophy of John
Dewey and the theories of George Albert Coe* Ih Coe*8 book.
What Is Christian Education?, he denied the historical origin
and authority of the Scriptures and could not offer a defini
tion for the term "Christian'* or "Christ ianlty*" Accordingly,
he did not give a definition for Christian education.^ Ita
another book, he stated that the aim of Christian education
*^0*orge Albert Coe, Wmt la Christian Education? (Kew
York J Charles Scribner's Sons, lW5), pp. 3-4*
3iB "Oroirfch of ths yo\mg toward and Into matxir� and �ff ioiant
davotion to tha deaaooraoy of God and happy self-reallaation
therein,"^ "Ohrlstlan aduoatlon la a pattern In whleh basio
philosophy and theology are th� woof and th� �dwatlonal
endeavor the warp*"* Therefore, Coe said, "the aim is growth
because there Is now no separation between human society and
divine,"* and "the aim is devotion to a cause, not tha
attainment of a status."*^ Otoviously, his theology aM phi
losophy were the roots of his stated aia� He was a natwal-
ist, holding that Ood and nature are one and the same* He
believed that man by growth or continuous evolution could
see and know Ood, for man, the finite being, Is a part of
the Xofinite* This haa been called "the higher pantheism"!
but really it la not far from atheism.
Based on the same philosophy and theology of Coe,
Vieth declared, "religious iNlucatlon must be a process of
growth in religious experience and life,"' Moreover, he
concluded, "there is then no discontinuity between the reli-
^'George Albert Coe, A Social Theory of Religious
Education (Sew Torkj Charles' scrlbner's Sons, 1921), p, 55.
^larold C. Mason, Abiding Values in Christian
Education (Hew York: Fleming H. Reveil Ooaqpany, 1955 ) , p. 17.
^Coe, A Social Theory of Religiotm Education, op. cit .
6Ibid., p. 56.
''^Paul E. Vieth, Object Ives in Religious Edttoation
(Hew York: Red Label Reprints, l^SST, p. 16.
4giotts ar>d aeoular,**� as Coe also had said, Jesus would be
merely an eacaiople to the Christians as ConfuciouB to the
Chinese, but in a better position. Through education in a
Christian environment, one may grow continuously towai^ the
goal of a Christ-like life which they interpret as the
hi^tost stazidard in moral life and social service. This
theory of growth in religloue education doee not deal with
the orthodox concept of the New Birth.
Gordon E. Clark defeivis the conservative positions
Christianity is a siipematural religion, it is
through and through the contradictory of rmturalism and
huBttinism. Christiana believe in a God who is distinct
from and independent of the natural world* The natural
world la God*s Creation and Is In all respects without
exception entirely and i^lly subject to Him.�
Hot only is God to the conservative the st^rcmie Being, but
also the Bible is the authority as His writtim Word. They
*lire not necessarily iterant of the problems of Biblical
criticism, but they do not accept the view that the Scrip
tures are merely htraan historical doctaaents like other
documents*
Murch stated the aim of Christian education to be
�fitting men to live in harsKmy with the will of God*"^
8 Ibid*, p* 15.
^Gordon H* Clark, A, Christian Philosophy of Education
(Grand Rapids, Michigan} Wm, B. Eerdmans PublishlHg Cos^any,
1946), p* 31.
2-Oiiason, �2^. cit*. p* 35*
2-3>James D. Murch, Christian Education and the I,ocal
Church (Cincinnati, Ohio: Standard fublishli^o77n.mT7
p. 3i*
5According to John 6:40, "And this le the will of him that
sent me, that every one i^ich aeeth the Son and believeth on
him may have everlasting life.", and I Thess. 4 $3, "For this
is the will of God, even your sanctificatlon.", the aim of
Christian education is to enable the children and adults to
recognize their spiritual needs, repent of their sins,
believe in Christ, be born into the sonahip of God and be
sanctified by the Holy Spirit unto everlasting life. Where
the problem of the salvation of the soul has been fully
solved, there is no moral and social problem for the Hew
life is without sin (Horn. 6;l-7) and filled with love (Horn.
15:10). Of course. In the second place, Christian education
is to help Christians to grow in the knowledge of God and in
service to God and their fellow men.
The Chinese as well as other people need something
more than mere moral teaching and a better social system.
Secular education is important for building vp their country
but the knowledge of salvation through faith in Christ is
the most urgent need.
III. ORGANIZATIOH AND SOURCES.
The project began with a brief study of the land and
the people of China. The culture and religions of China
have had a great deal of influence on the development of
Christianity in that land. The divisions of this thesis are
az^ranged on the basis of the three great turning points of
Christianity in China. The third chapter deals with the
beginnings; the fourth, the pioneer work of Protestant mis
sions in China; and the last, the growing and changing proc
ess from the beginning of the twentieth century to the
present day.
The sources of this study have incliided books, maga
zines, and periodicals. Also, experiences of the writer,
who was bom in China in a Cln:*lstlan home, studied in two
Chinese Christian schools, and heard a great deal frcM& the
older Christian folks, were source material. It has been
difficult to gather the newest materials from behind the
curtain. Certain periodicals and a nimiber of personal let
ters from the president of the Bethel Mission, Miss Alice
Lan, and the si;^erlntendent of the Gospel Mission of Taiwan
Rev. Peter Klehn, have been available for the study.
CHm: ITS OSOGBAPHI hW ITS PEOPLE
I* THE LAM>
Pogltion and aiza* Ohina ia a great land which occu-
piea the central portion of the Aciatio continent* Ih geo
graphical relation to the United States, laost of her terri
tory locates between thirty to forty-five degrees Horth
latitMe, on the opposite aide of the globe* But the north
eastern provinces of Ohina extend much farther north than
the Hew Bngland states, and the southeastern provinces extend
aoich farther south than Florida* Mukden and Hew York are in
about the same latit^ide. Shanghai iR:>uld lie between Savuanah
and Jacksonville* Foochow falls near Miami, and Canton is
as far south as Havana, Cuba* It is about 2,600 miles fz^m
Laos, south, to the Am^ir Elver, north; and 2,800 miles from
Shanghai, east, to the Pamirs, west* The total area of China
is neaiply four million aqvtare miles* At the north and west
borders, Riiasia is her neighbor* Crossing the Yalu river to
the east, she connects with the Korean peninsula* India,
Burma, and mdo-China share the south border with two small
Himalayan cotmtrles, Bhutan and Hepal* To the east, she
faces the Pacific Ocean with about two thoixsand miles coast
line* OsXy on the Borth China plains of Hbpei, Honan,
Shantung, and a part of Anhwei, one can travel without seeing
8rolling hills. All south of Tangtse is either hilly or moun
tainous eountry penetrated by narrow xdver valleys. The vast
West is covered with great deserts and mountains. The South
west is a plateau* The famous Himalayas are between Tibet
and India* Four main rivers, Amur, Tellow, Tantse and Pearl,
flow tnm the west to the Paeifie*
At the time of World War II China was divided into
twenty-eight provinces and twD territories* Since World War
II, the three provinces of Manchuria have been reorganised
into nizie* Taiwan was returned to Ohina by Japan* Thirty-
five provinces are under the eenti^l government of China.
But the territory of Outer Mongolia has becoaw independent
axsi, as a matter of fact, is under the power of Hussia*
Tibet under British influence has been trying to establish a
nominal kingdom* iGtien the Bed Ar^ invaded Tibet, the rulers
of both politics and religion had to evacuate to India.
Except Taiwan and a few s^all islands which are In the hands
of the Chinese Wat lonal lata, China is under the regime of
the Communists*
Resources . Since the land of Ohina spreads so far
from south to north, the climate of China varies greatly with
severe winters In the Worth, semi-tropical weather in the
South, dust storms in the Horthwest, and foggy winters in
Chtsigking* Due to the geographical and climatic differences,
the faraiers, who are the majority of the Chinese, raise
9different orope. Wheat la the main crop of the Horth China
plains* &sd the name "Rice Bowl" is given to the Yangtze
valleys, m some of the southern provinces, two or thre�
crops a year are raised. Vegetables and fruits grow in great
quantity and variety in many provinces. Pishing Is the main
means of livelihood of i^e people along the sea shore, while
cattle-raising Is the dally life of the people in the vast
West. The sugar produoticm of Taiwan takes the second place
ia the world, m mineral resources, probably no other cotm-
try in the world can cos^are with China. Coal areas alone
are estimated at two hundred thoi;tsand square miles. Th� rich
iron ores alongside of the ooal make a good combination for
modem Indiatry. The gold and oil of the western China are
the great undeveloped treasures. Furthermore, China Is first
in deposits of the precious wolfram which often is called
"BQLaok gold." Antimony, aluminum, tin, lead, and salt are
found in large amounts. The Industry of China, which is
slowly developing, is centered in Manchuria and the larger
cities. Thei� are some railways running across the country.
One can take the train frcaa the border of Indo-Ohlna to
Siberia, and from the Pacific coast to as far west as Lanchow.
Though the highways are poorly constructed, yet they reach
almost any place In China. Recent reports of the Communists'
government indicate that they have accoi^lished a great deal
in construction of railways, highways, buildings and facto
ries. Above all, the man-power of Ohina is valuable and a
10
potential.
II, THE PEOPLE
Raeas and languagaa , 7he Chinese are called the
Tellow or Mongoloid raoe, 3ut in themselves there are five
major races, divided by their languages, religions, oustom,
and location, as Chinese, Mongols, Manchus, fibetans, and
Ttxrks. Some small tribes are foux^ in the mountains of the
southwestern and southern provinces. The majority, about
ninety per cent, are C^nese. Through the centuries, because
of the higher culture of the Chinese, many of the other
racial groups have been absorbed by th�m. The Manchus have
lost entirely any distinction of custom and language. Most
of the Tibetans are in Tibet | and th� Mongols in Mongolia.
Although they have their own languages, yet Chinese is used
among them. The Turks are Mohammedans sho ocetgpy the western
provinces and live a nomadic life, with an Arabic language.
As the others, they use the Chinese language as a coztirercial
and official langitfige.
In China the spoken language differs greatly from the
written one in grammar, pronunciation, vocabiilary, and
idioms. Although most of the people read and write the same,
yet they speak different dialects and cannot converse. The
major language is Mandarin, or Kuo*7u which is widely used
and now being tau^t as the national language. The Pekinese
dialect is considered to be the most melodious and oultixred
11
typo, and be<Mun� the Mandarin atandard, Within the Mandarin,
at leaat three groups, northern, southern, and western, with
a hmidred rariatlons are found "From the lower Yantze
yalley below Nanking along the coast to a point as far as
Canton, there are many dialects differing so radically f^om
Mandarin that they may be called different languages."^
Because of the language difficulties, the missionaries are
hindered in making their work more effective*
population* The Chinese have claimed that they had a
population of four hundred fifty millions* But no reliable
census has ever been taksn* k great increase was estimated
by the Red China government who recently announced that the
population was near to six himdred million. Xn Time magazine
of April 8, 1955, on the map of "Red China," the figure
given was four hundred seventy five million* The population
is dense along the coast with 1,140.8 people per square mile
in Kiangsu and 5*4 people per square mile in Tibet tn Lite
of May 2, 1955, the population of China appeared on a map as
five huisdred eighty two million six hundred thousand.^ One
^Gerald F* Wlnfield, China i The Land and the people
(New York: William Sloane Associates, Inc*, XSi'8Ti"ip. 28*
�Ibid., pp. 88-29*
5r. M. Chapin, Ji�., catographer, "Red China," Time,
65:36, April 8, 19�5.
^Howard Sochiarek and Lisa Larsen, photographers,
"Friends of the West Speak tft>," Life, 38:30, May 2, 1955.
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fourth of the people of the world live In tb0 land of China.
Besides the people on the mainland of China, there are about
eleven million Chinese on the island of Formosa, including
seven million natives and three million refugees and soldiers
from the mainland. According to the Commission on Overseas
Affairs of the Chinese Nationalist Government, the overseas
Chinese have increased from 8,700,804 to 13,472,311 during
the ten-year period since 1946. "of the latest census of
13,472,311 overseas Chinese residing in foreign countries,
13,124,716 are scattered in Asia, 238,363 in America, 66,363
in the Oceania, 31,320 in Africa, and 11,549 in Europe."�
The multitude of Chimse is really a great challenge to the
cause of Christianity, because most of them are not only non-
Christians, but have never even heard the Gospel.
Antiquity and achievea�nts . "The earliest written
records of China date from 1200 B. C. but archaeological
discoveries show that the culture from which China has grown
had begtm to develop on the dusty plains of North China,
along the Yellow River, long before that date."� "Its true
historical period is conceded by Western scholars to date
from 2000 or 2200 B. C� in other words, 1,500 years before
tlM founding of Ros^, 700 years before the Exodus, 300 years
^"Overseas Chinese, Htmber 13,472,311," The Asian
Students, 3s22, February 8, 1955.
%infield, o�. cit., p. 27.
IS
b�for� the call of Abraham* It is no ivonder that the
Chinese often boast of their ancient ciilttire. China haa been
called the Middle Kingdom, the Flowery KingdcHm, the Celestial
Entire, and the land of Simim (lea* 49 $12) ai;^ is the oldest
of existing nations. About six centuries before Christ, many
philosoj^ers as Laotze, Confuoious, and others appeared ai^
wrote many classics. Silk and porcelain were produced in
China long before other lands produced them. The compass,
gtin-powder, block-printing, movable�type, and paper were
first used by the Chinese* Chinese laoquerware, embroidery
and carving are uniq\��, beautiful and precious* As the
Chinese praise and adore their glorious past, a spirit of
intense conservatism has been created in every heart and
effectively blocked the way to all advancement. But the con
temporary generation Is rather aggressive, materialistic, and
even atheistic, due to the influence of the modern West. But
the religions of China deeply influence the mind of the peo
ple*
III. mhmiom
Confucianism, Taoism, otid Buddhism are the three chief
religions of China. Bowever, Mohammedan communities control
the whole vast West, and are also found in the larger cities.
'Robert Hail Glover, The Progress of World-Wide
Missions (revised edition; HeiTlrorkT ^rper & Brothers Pub-
llshers, 1953), p. 131.
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Anong the tribes in the mountains of South China, animism
exists. Except that the Hohammedans preserve their religion
rather strictly and the tribes do not know anything better
than spirit-worship, the multitude of Chinese, as a riile,
prcfesf all three religions and pi^otlce one or the other as
occasion prompts them to do so,
Gonfucianiam. This religion is derived from the
teaching of the great Chinese philosopher, Confucius. But,
as a matter of fact, it is not so mmh. a religion as a system
of political and social ethics. Be professed to be agnostic
concerning th� next life and the world of gods. On the other
hand, he not only mentioned the Sig^reme Ruler under the term
"Heaven," but also encouraged the people to fear and honor
"Heaven" by way of offering sacrifices. He endeavored to
develop the best relationships between man and man, state and
state in all their coi^licated affairs. In his teaching the
"Five Relations" were considered the essential relations of
human life; father and son, ruler aT^ subject, husband &nA
wife, elder blather and younger brother, and friend and
friend.� Loyalty, filial piety, and faithfulness were con
sequently esqphasised as the highest goal of life. But \mfor-
tunately ancestral worship came out of it and remained in the
heart and soul of the Chinese. Many temples were built in
%da�Bd Davison Sloer, fhe Religion of Mankind (third
edition revisedj Mew Torkt Ablngabn-dokesBuary ^ress, 1951),
p. 167.
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his honor, but thors were no Imagss In thorn. On th� birth
day of Confuoious^ thora is a spooial servioo of worship.
Special ancient music and dances are perfonaed with the burn
ing of Incence and laaking ot sacrifice to hie name* This
ritual added a great deal of religious atmosphere* 3ut the
people came to worahip without any desire to receive anything
materially or spiritually. The attitude of the people who
cam� to worship was simply one of respect to the great sage
just as Americans bring flowers to i&e monuments of
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and others* Lacking the true
conception of the nature of sin and of Its demoralizing
effects upon man, without at^ assurance of the salvation of
souls, Confucius* principles of ethical living could not sat
isfy the empty bovOlb of the Chinese* The opportimlty is gz*eat
among l^em for the work of Christianity,
Taoism, From Laotfe's philosophy the Taoism was born,
Laotze was a contemporary of Confucius, but about fifty years
older than he* Tao Te Chin^ is the classic which he wrote,
that became the sacred book of Taoism* Ee stressed the
ascetic life as bringing to the individual a "spirit of
inanition" aaad his etherealiaatlon into immortality.^ With
out a definite conception of God, Laotse did net want to
establish a religion* m 34 A. D* Chang Taoling was bom*
It is said that he obtained the ellxer of immortality. The
^Ibid*. pp. 170-171
X6
fomal religion of Taoism than was organised* Be heoame the
"Pope** of Taoism. The religion degenerated into all kinds of
grotesque superstitions and brought the Chinese into bondage
to inniaaerable demons and evil spirits. Taoism is a pessi*
mistie religion vhioh oauses the Chinese to live in fear*
Having evacuated fr^ Red China to Formosa, the sixty*third
generation **Pope*' is living by selling charms and holding
religious services* The Chinese are much better educated now
and very few of th�m would believe in superstitions sueh as
those of Taoism today. Though some scholars are digging the
philosophy of Ijaotse from Tao Te Ohlng, yet Taoism, as a
religion. Is dying out* But it may be a long time before it
becomes entirely extinct.
Buddhism* This Is an li^orted religion from India*
Ih China, B\�idhlsm exists mainly In its Mahayana form. But
in Tibet and some parts of Mongolia, it became Lamaism. They
teach the people that the world is a **Sea of bitterness,** and
no one can find peace or satisfaction in it. The doctrine of
transmigration is that the soul remains In this world, life
after life, with sorrow and trouble, until it reaches the
realm of Kirvana, the Western Paradise, or the heaven of
bliss, by good works ai^ earnest devotion to Buddha. Dread
ful hells are also taught to warn believers to do good. The
life of a Buddhist is pessimistic and one of struggling to
roach the high goal of Hirvana. It has gained general reoog-
17
nit Ion and a muLtitiaia of follovort in Ohina* m roeent
Toara it has lost its theistio and redamptivo oharaotox* and
sunken baok into the sii^arstitious fears of Taoism*
It has been said the several religions of China answer
to moods in the Chinese soul* Oonfuolanism makes plain
their duty; Taoism ministers to their superstitious fears;
and Buddhism opens XBp the spiritiial world and gives them
the promise of future blessedness .-^^
These religions have not satisfied the Chinese. They are
longing for something optimistic, hopeful, vital, and real,
which is shat Christianity offers*
Mohammedan1 sm and others � Mohammedans are scattered
throughout many parts of China, mainly in the western prov*
inces* Their number is about five to ten millions. They are
more sealoiis in their religious practices than other Chinese.
They finsly keep their law of not eating pork and not inter
marrying with other than Mohamcoiedans * The pilgrimage to
Mecca Is their spiritual higih light* Conversion of a
Mohammedan to Christianity meets a stronger resistance than
the conversion of others* Judaism Is also found In China*
The spirit-worship tribes in the South are the most pitiable
sects in China. Christ ianlty is a growing religion in China*
m later chapters Its growth wi^l be discussed. The nun^er
of Christians in Ohina is small indeed in coa^arison with the
population of one fourth of the people of the world*
Archie C. Crouch in hie book. Rising Through the Dust,
lOlbid*. pp. 173-174.
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quotes a statement made by John Hay almost sixty years ago,
"the world* 8 peace rests with China, and whoever understands
China � . � holds the key to world polities during the next
five centuries, If it is a fact in polities, how much
more iaQ>ortant China is to the work of the Kingdom of God.
Many missionaries admit that Christianity's failure at some
point resulted in the Communist occij^ation. Christianity did
not entirely fail, but this result truly is a great rebuke to
some of the missionaries and native worlosrs who failed to do
their best to preach and teach the Gospel and others who sub
stituted the sociology and economics for the Gospel* The
responsibility of the Christian chwch today is ever greater
to the Chinese* A study of Christian education in China will
help the Christians, especially missionaries and native
workers, to realize the need to further the work in a more
effective way for the glory of God*
�*"^Arohie R. Crouch, Rising Through the Dust (Hew Torkj
Friendship Press, 1948), p." vii.
CMFTER III
THE BEOOTIHGS OP OHRISTmN EDOOATIOH IN OHIHA TO 1807
The relationship between Ohrlstian education and
Christianity is intimate and Inseparable. Therefore, the
beginnings of Christian education in Chine coincide with the
beginnings of Christianity In China which were very early.
Records in the breviary of the Malabar church and the Syrian
canon Indicate that St. Thomas preached the Cospel to the
Chinese .1 And the Christian apologist, Amoblus, in 500 A.B.
wrote about the Christian deeds done In India and among the
Seres or Chinese.^ But the first generally accepted date
concerning the beginnings of Christianity in China Is con
nected with the work of the Hestorians.
I. THE NESTORIAHS
D\trin^ the Tang dynasty. Because the eggs of the
silkworm were broisght to Constantinople from Chizia by the
Mestorlan monks as early as the year 551 A. D., William H.
Brewster said, "it is safe to place the introduction of
Christianity into Ohina as early as the close of the fifth
^Marshall Broomhall, editor. The Chlneee Empire
(Philadelphia: China Inland Mission,T5'07 j, p. 5.
^ibid.
so
de&tury.**^ Ta 1623 or 1625, a nonianent was foutMi at Sian,
Shansi, bearing the name "the monument of ths * Illustrious *
religion." It was erected In 781 A. D., during the Tang
dynasty (616-907}. Ei^eror Tal-Tsung, who extended the ter
ritory of China from the Tellow Sea to th� frontiers of
Persia, regarded the Nestorians with favor. And in hie day
many temples smd monasteries were built, and a large number
of people becaias Identified id.th tima. In 845 A. D., the
Sai^eror Wu-Tsiuag who was an ardent Tao1st greatly persecuted
the Nestorians. m the later years of Tang dynaaty they also
suffered persec\ztions of Zor^strianism and Islgm. The num
ber of Nestorians gradually declined until after four htmdred
years, nothing was known of Nestorianism in China proper.
IBader the Great Shans. Not until the Mongol dynasty,
ia the thirteenth century, when Jenghis Khan and his succes
sor Ogadai conquered the land from Korea, across Russia to
Hungary, including all China, central Asia, Persia,
Mesopotamia, and parts of Surope as far west as Poland, did
the Chinese have contact with Christians again.^ Jenghis
Khan took a Kerait princess, who was a Mestorlan, as the wife
of his son. His three grandsons, whom she bore, became the
%illiam N. Brewster, The Evolution of New China
(Cincinnati: Jennings and GraHim, 1907}, p.T68.
^Kenneth Scott lAtourette, A History of Christian
Mission in China (New Tork: The MacMllian Coi^any, 1^9],
p. 61.
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thr�� great Mongol rulers.* Furthermore, the Mongolian
alphabets were derived from the Syrlao Language of the
Nestorians.^ Mestorlan faith revived in Ohina for a short
period, but Roman Cathollo missions superseded them.
Their works. On the Nestorlan montmient at Slam,
Shensi, a simxmary of the doctrine and practices of the
Nestorlan monks is found. Latourette pointed out that a
great nmber of sacred books were translated, but it is
uncertain whether these included the New Testament.*^ Bvi-
dently books and literatire were used for the purpose of
religious education. Many other records of Nestorianism
have come to light. A hpan book to the Boly Trinity was dis*
covered in the grotoes of T\m�huang in Northwest China, with
a number of Nestorlan books and tracts.� Many monasteries
were built for the ptjrpose of training leaders, ^ewster
exaggerated the infliience of the Nestorians when he claimed
that "the golden age of China Is not to be put down as we
have been aecustomed to hear it, to the influence of pagan
religions alone. It was produced by those systems, strongly
^art^all Broomhall, The Bible In China (Philadelphia:
The China Inland Mission, 19SiT� P* "^5�
^Latourette, 0�. cit . . p. 65.
*^Ibid., p. 56.
6 lb id., p. 53.
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reliiroroed by Cbrlatlanlty.*� The facts are that the Hesto
rians did not influence the Ohinese to the degree that they
entered into the Ohristian experience. The Nestorians had
very close association intellectually with the Buddhist
leaders, but "to the average Ghlnese, Nestorianism may have
appeared to be another of the Buddhist sects that vere so
flourishing under T'ang.*!� The Nestorians, In other words,
in trying to clothe their faith in dress familiar to the
Chinese, may have sacrificed ia part Its distinctiveness and
defeated their own ftim."^
The compromise which the Nestorians made with the
Buddhist in their customs and idioms was mt the only reason
for the failure of Nestorianism. Another of them was the
persecution by the emperors who favored the other religions.
Also the rise of Mohaamtedanism bore very heavily \:^on them.
Another reason was that the Nestorians kept the scriptto^es
from the common people. Thoui^ certain parts of the Bible
had been translated, yet these were only in the hands of the
priesthood and the favored few. "An esoteric Christianity
is a dying Christianity."'^*^ Xn the second place, they es^ha-
sized the ritualism, and fcrmallties of worship to the exolu-
^l^wster, o�. clt�, p. 172.
lOj^itourette, 0�. cit., p. 59,
11 Ibid.
l^Brewster, o�. cit., p. 173.
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�ion of the work of the Holy Spirit. They had a defective
Christology, and ignored the dynamioa of the Ohriet-life
ifeich bears witneaa of the new life in Christ. About one
hundred years later, no one could fizui one Nestorian in
China. There has been a saying that the Hestorians "had
been absorbed either into the pagan ccxBsnimity or into the
Moslem and Jewish bodies."!^
II, THE ROMAHISTS
Early efforts. Dwiag the Mongol dynasty. Pope
Innocent IV sent many friars to central Asia in order to
gain information concerning the great, powerful Khans. But
none of t^em reached China, m 1260, two Italian Polo
brothers went to the court of Ehubilai as merchants. In
1269, they came back with letters f^om Ihubilai to the Pope,
asking that a hundred teachers of science and religion be
sent to instruct the Chinese .^^ tn response to these letters
some of the pominicans tried to get over to the land of China
but they were frightened by a war and left the Polos to go
on alone. The son of Hicolo Polo, Marco Polo, served in the
Khubilai�8 court for a number of years.
l^lAtourette , 0�. cit., p. 75.
l^Jbld., p. 67.
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Tb� tXrat Rosmn Catholic misoionary to work in China
was John of Uonte Corvine, an Italian Franciscan. He arrived
there after the death of Khubilai, arid presented the Pope*s
lett�Q:> to the new engperor.^^ In spite of the opposition of
the Hestorians, he won the favor of the cotxrt. Besides
building chuz�ches and orphan asylums, and baptising converts,
he devoted himself to teaching Greek and Latin. Fsalters,
hymnals and the Kew festament were translated into the native
language. But aa his work was almost wholly confined to the
Tartars or Mongols, those books were probably in the Tartar
language. The death of John and the end of the Mongol dynas*
ty brou^t the death of the Rcaaan church in China dtaring the
first part of the Ming dynasty, through the persecutions of
the new <Haperor and for the lack of a capable leader to tsJm
JolBi*e place. 0ns of the most important reasons for the dis-
appearance of the church may be that John, like the Hesto
rians, had compromised with the native religions. Even
thou^ he had been courageous, yet his efforts were not
powerful enoTx^ to leave an abiding influence xtpon the
Chinese. Latourette has given a rather dependable conclusion:
"As far as we know, the Chinese and their ciJilttjre would today
be no different had no Hestorians ever existed and had John
of Monte Carvino and his confreres never undertaken the long
and arduous trip from Europe ."^^
l^Ibid.. p. 69.
l�Ibid.. p. "re.
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yb> Jeaults and othera � In the sixteenth centnry,
the Portnguese were allowed to build a city, Macao, in the
south of China. Since the Portuguese were dominated by the
Roman Catholic church, Roman Catholic missionaries followed
them into the territory of China. The outstanding Jesuit
miasionary Francis Xavier tried to get into China through
India and Japan, but only reached the Island of Shang-
Ch'uan.l''^ His death, however, proved to be a great challenge
to ether atissionaries for further efforts.
Matteo Ricci was the distinguished Jesuit monk of that
time. He came to Macao in 1580, travelling through the coun
try from the Soitth to the Horth and finally arriving at
Peking, the capital. Besides the Portuguese, the Spaniards
in 1630 reached Fukien by way of Formosa from the Philippines.
The Jesuits were famous for their knowledge of science, which
helped Ricoi to win many friends in educated circles. Espe
cially their knowledge of astronomy attracted the attention
of the emperor. Eau Xang-Chi, a high officer, became an
earnest Christian through the efforts of the Jesuits, nany
people were baptised and many churches were built. Ricoi* s
death did not hinder the progress of the Roman chtirch. But
the coming of the Manchus, with accompanying numerous rebel
lions, brought suffering to th� Christians. The Jesuits suc
ceeded in getting into thB court of the Manchus. m the
Ibid., pp. 86-88.
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r�iga of Kiang Bit one of them by the name of Verbiest gained
a high position as the ]Bmperor>s tutor and did an lapressiire
work for the S8q>eror in the easting of oannons. During the
years that Verbleat regained at oourt, he received a great
deal of apecial favor idiich helped him to protect the work
of his order. But from Surope there came great criticism
that a man who devoted his life to God waa unsuitable as a
maker of munitions* "Casting cannon for the Bteperor which
at the time ai>peared so advantageous for the Society of Jesus,
may have led to the downfall of the Jesuit dreimi of con(|uer�
ing the Chinese entire for the Roman Catholic Church ."1�
After the death of Kang Bsi, the Roman Church came
into growing disfavor* Axid in the early eighteenth century
violent persecutions broke out and continued, one here and
another thez^, throuj^ut the country* Xn spite of these
hardships, the sork of the Roman Church continued in the land
of China*
The methods and resiilts* li&en the Jesuits came to
China, they first used their talents introducing clocks, maps,
and other resiilts of Western science to win the people* They
took pains to learn the language and Chinese etiqtiette*
Thirty*five years after Ricci arrived in Peking, these Jesuit
scholars had published no fewer than three htmdred and forty
l^Eloiee Taloott Hibbert , Jesuit Adventure In China
(Kew York: S* P. Dutton and Ooa^any, 1^41), p* llS*
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treatises, mostly on natural philosophy and math^oatias*
Among the religious treatises, some vere on theology and
others on the teaohings of the ehuroh.
When they presented their Christian message they
eaq;)hasised its siadlarities to the existing heliefs of
the edueated olasses, pointing out the passage in the
class ieal books which seemed to teach of Cod, and con
formed as far as possible to Chinese religious conven
tions* They endeavored, in ol&er words, to come as
those who would fulfill and not destroy the best of the
nation 8 heritage* They hoped by so doing to make con
tacts with the dominant class, to obtain its respect,
and by winning the nation's leaders to gain access to
the masses
Because the number of priests were few, they coiild
only instruct certain privileged classes and perform the
rituals* The degree of instruction given to the masses of
the Chinese was trifling* Borne of the Chinese women, who
had dedicated themselves to a life of celibacy in the ser
vice of the Ch\n*ch, were sharing the burdwi of teaching the
catechism to the people The catechism contained the
doctrines and practices of the Church such ast "the charac
ter of Ood, the Trinity, the incarnation, the life, death,
and resurrection of Jesus, the Ten Commandments^ the place
of the saoramMits, especially of penance and the eucharist,
the function of the Chiu*ch, and the use of symbolism*"^!
l^Latouarette, o�* cit., pp. 185-186.
gPlbid*. pp. 186-187.
21 Ibid., p. 187.
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Baptism was tha main thing which thay stz^essad as the key to
salvation.
They provided religious education for children by
establishing schools in which the catechism was taught, The
boys were instructed not only in religion, but in studying
and writing of some of the Ohinese classics. The daug^tei^
of Bsu IGang-Ohi contributed much in the building of ox^han*
ages, hospitals and schools for handicapped children .^^ in
addition, slie even devised a method of teaching by having
professional story�tellers to relate the Gospel narratives,
thus reaching more people.^
To the non-Ghriatians , the missionaries provided lit
erature such as pas^hlets, books, prayers, and hymns. "No
c<�8plete translation of the Bible seems ever to have been
published and it is not certain that one was made, but there
were versions of parts of the seriptures, especially the
Gospels, both in print and manuscript, and in Manchu as well
as Chinese."^* The Word of God was hidden from the coaaaon
people �
Ia the year of 1605, realising the Isportance of
native workers, they initiated the training of a native
Wells Williams, The Kiddle Kigg^cm (Vol. 2. Wew
York J John Wiley and Sons, lOTtishers, IsW), p. 504.
^�^tatourette, o�. cit., p. 95.
g-^Ibid., p. 189.
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clergy In a collage at Macao. But until the flrat decade
of the nineteenth century, there was not a school In the land
of China for the training of Ohinese for holy orders. The
Chinese priests were trained abroad in India, Slam, or the
Fhillppines. Ih 1656 the first Chinese priest was ordained.
BDis name was Lo Wen-Tsao, or George jCiopes. le was educated
in Manila.^� The training of a native priest extends over a
long period of time; therefore, they recruited stiMents for
the priesthood from the children of the church. During the
years of persecution, they even ordained older men without
thorou^ training, pemittlng them to \�e the Chinese lan
guage in the liturgy.^"^
Many difficulties arose due to contradietions between
the Bmperor and the Fope. The Es^eror would not permit the
foreigners to teach their Chinese followers to accept the
new allegiance to the pope. "In the interests of internal
tinity, never too secure, the Is^eror mx�t bo dearly recog
nised as siiqpreme."^� Also, different opinions on the customs
of the Chinese, as ancestor worship, provoked opposition.
Much more "difficulty was encountered in preventing Christians
^Ibid.. p. 96.
2� Ibid., p. 123.
^*^Ibid., pp. 190-191.
^Ibid., p. 144.
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from marrying outaida tlaa ohnrch and from betrothing their
ohildren to non-Ohristiana."^� Thus, Roman Catholicism was
hindered in its progress in China.
Pacing these problems, Hicci con^romised in many ways.
He permitted ancestral worship and encouraged the worship of
images. The terms for the Chinese Idols were applied to the
Roman Catholic Images. The second commandment was omitted
from the Decalogue, and another one was substituted for It
by dividing one of the others .^^ They thought that by this
method of cos^romlslng with Chinese culture Christianity
would cease to so&bi exotic and antagonistic to th& basic
social and political ixistltiitions of China. But, Ilk� the
Hestorians, they lost the vital distinctions of Christianity.
There was left no force or power adequate to the transforma
tion of the structtcpe of Ohinese life and tho\^t. "The new
faith had wrot^ht no lii^ortant modification In the ethical
standards and religious ideas of the nation, and social and
political institutions, except among the small body of
ChrLtlffi.. ..r. unalt.r.d.'31
According to lAtourette, in the year of 1722, the
Roman Catholic Church hxSd on� hundred and thlrty-on� ch\a�ches
in fifteen different ia�ovinees. And in 1724, they reported
^^Ibid., p. 104.
SOgjiewster, o�. cit., p. 181.
^lliatotarotte , o|i. cit., pp. 195-196.
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that thar� war� aor� than thr�o hundred ohwohea and about
300,000 Ohristlans,^� The aoouracy of th�te figures is
doubtful* They emphasised infant baptism and unnumbered
ohildren were baptised as they were dyin^ and thus assured
of heaven*" This often was done by women who sprinlded the
holy water which they got from th� priaat on the dying infant.
Including thes� ohildren, th� numb�r of Eoaaian Ohrlatiaao
would b� larg�r even than th� figur� given. By the closing
years of the oigihteonth centtiry, however, the Roman Oatholie
Churoh was losing ground, and almost fading from the land of
China.
5^ Ibid., p. 158.
Sglbid., p. 193.
CMPTER IV
0HRISTI4N SDtRATION IH Cfim
fnm 1807 THRODOH THE NIHETEEHTH OEHTURy TO 1900
I. TBE POIINDIHa OP PROTESTAHT HISSIOISS
m 1805 the London Hisslonary Sooloty, roalising the
ix^ortanoe of eTazigellslng the Ohlneae people, tried to
reaoh the Chlneae emigranta in Soiatheaat Asia which vas
mider Sitropean control, for the land of China was closed to
foreigners. The Ching dynasty permitted only a certain
small nmber of foreign merohants to stay at the seaports.
Si spite of the Ching*s objection, however, a few Roman
Catholic priests were in China's inland. The Protestant
missioiMtries restricted their work to outside of China
proper. Before the London Xiasionary Society sent anyone to
Ohina, at Seraa^re a missionary by the name of Marshman
endeavored to translate the Bible into Chinese throii^ the
help of an Armenian who was bom in Macao Without an
expert Chinese scholar to assist him, the translation proved
to be crude.
Robert Morrison. The first Protestant missionary to
reaoh China was Robert Morrison of the London Missionary
Society* He offered himself to the Society in the year
Ibid., pp* eio-sii
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1804.2 Hli definite deeieion to be a missionary to China
led him to begin the aequiaition of the Chinese language
through a manuseript in the British museum with the help of
a Chinese merohant. Hawing failed to get passage from the
English East India Compasxy to the East, he went to the
l&iited States and thenee to the Orient. �n September, 1807,
he arrived in Canton. This marked a new age of Christianity
in China. 7o make his stay more aeoure, he beeame a trans
lator of the East India CosQ>any i^ioh refused his passage.
Be newer oeased his study of the Chinese language. By the
help of some Roman Catholio Ohinese, his Chinese improved
rapidly. The eoming of Milne and the printer Medhurst added
strength to the work, m 1819, with the help of some Roman
Catholio translations of the sorlptures, Morrison with Milne
OfHsqpleted the translation of the nftiole Bible. Ooaqparlng
Morrison�s tzvnslatlon with Miirshman's, **the advantage may
be g^ierally with Morrison, who as a resident in China could
oosBTiand native scholarship of a higher order ."^ Be also
wrote pamphlets and translated the short catechism of the
church of Scotland. Moreover, he prepared a Chinese-English
dictionary and a granaar of the Chinese language. These
last two have been a great help to new missionaries in the
mastery of the language. The British and Foreign Bible
2 Ibid., p. 211.
^Broomhall, The Bible in China . op. cit. , p. 59,
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Sooiety baekod bia work of tranolation by supporting him in
the publishing of the soriptures in Ohinese. Their aim was
to proTide erery Chinese a c^anoe to read the Word of Gk>d.
This was a great dhallonge to the Soman Catholios. In dis*
tributing the soriptures and other literature, they met
?ioient persecutions, for the Chinese were not allowed to
buy or receive the books of the foreigners. In spite of all
these difficulties, Morrison baptised the first convert in
1S14. And after the twenty-five years of labor, only ten
Chinese were baptised. Among them, Liang A-fah, a printer,
beoame a great assistant to Morrison. Liang A�fah was
ordained as the first Chinese Protestant evangelist.^
Since the work among the Chinese was done mostly in
Southeast Asia, ifolacca was the center of the Protestant
work. For the double purpose of ao<|uainting the English
with Chinese culture and of putting the Chinese and other
Oriental people who used the Chinese language in toueh with
Western c\2lture, Morrison established the Anglo�Chinese Col
lege at Malacca.^ Occidental science was ta\xght in this
school alox^ with Christian worship*
Leaving the mission at Canton in the hands of Liang
A*fah, Morrison returned to England in 1824. Bs was honor
ably received by the people in that Christian land and was
^Latourette, 0�. cit., p. 214*
Sibid.
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presented to hie aieiesty George IV*^ While jet in his �ld*
die lifo at the age of fifty-two, he died on August 1, 1834,
and was buried at Maoao. Though he did not see many oonverts,
churohes, or sohools in China, yet he was one to whom
Protestant missionaries and Chinese Christians look baok with
pride. His labor and influence in the furtherance of the
Kingdom by no means ceased with his death.
As a memorial his friends raised a great sm of money
and organised the Morrison Bducation Society.
The main objects of the Morrison Bducation Society
were coa^ndiously set forth in the Address read at the
first meeting, in October, 1836, as being ''the establish
ment and is^rovemsnt of schools* in whidb Chinese youth
shall be tau^t to read and write the English language
in connexion with their own, by which means sball be
brou^t within their reach all tha instruction requisite
for their beecasing wise, industriotm, sober, and virtu
ous a�mbers of society, fitted in tlieir respective sta
tions of life to discharge well the duties which they owe
to th�Bselvea, their kindred, their country, and their
God.�^
The Sooiety began to support sohools in which English,
Occidental science, and Bible were taught. They also sent
Chinese students abroad for study. The Anglo-Chinese College
at Malacca was the center of their educational program. Xn
the first fifteen years, forty students completed its cotirse,
and among them fifteen were baptised. After the Eritish took
over Hongkong, the school moved there in 1842. Besides the
%illiigss, o�. cit., p. 329.
'^Ibid., p. 356.
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oollege, & preat was oatablishad. From this press mmh
Protestant literature was issued, Ineluding pan^hlets, scrip
t-ores, a aontlily in Chinese, and a quarterly in English,
During the time of Morrison, to dlstrihute literature
and scripture was the chief mthod, and laost of the work was
done in Southeast Asia, outside of China* The coming of the
Protestant mlssiorArles stimialated an evangelical awakening,
Bible then becoming accessible to the ooimon people* Hospi
tals and sc]:k>o1s were founded as SnstrvemntB for the intro
duction and teaching of Christianity* Biotionarles and
grammars opeaied the my for later missionaries to study the
native language* The death of Morrison marked the beginning
of l^otestant educational missionary work in China.
Other pioneers * Following the steps of Itorrison, the
American Bible Society began its work of distributing the
scriptures in 1828. In 1830, two American missionaries,
David Abeel and Elijah 0. Bpldgman arrived in Canton. Abeel
establlidied a mission at Amoy, while Bridgman settled down
in Canton and began literary work among the children. With
Morrison they organised the Christian Union at Canton. A
library was opened by the Uhion, and some Chinese scripture
lessons were published also* But this work did not continue
long.�
�Lato\jrette , 0�* cit., p* 221*
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Prom 1332 on, realizing that Ohina la a field of har*
veet, many missionaries sailed to China. The first medloal
missionary to China, Br. Peter Parker, arrived in 1834, 2h
the same year, a Prussian missionary oame from the Nether
lands Missionary Sooiety, by say of jndla, Malay, Bankok^ to
the Northern part of China, Tientsin. His work followed the
same pattern of distributing Christian literature. Then the
Protestant ISplBOopBl mission same in 1335. The British and
Foreign Bible Sooiety and the Baptists entered Maoao In 1836,
the Presbyterians in 1837, and many others followed. By 1838
Dr. Parlotr had opened hospitals at Canton and Maoao. Trom
1807 to 1842, fifty-seven workers had either entered China
or 8o\ight to advance the Kingdom of Ood among the Chinese.
Some of them died and some retired so that in 1842 there were
only thirty*two left.� According to Williams, from 1807 to
1847, among the sixty-six male missionaries, fifty-five were
clergymen and thirteen were physicians, printers, and
teachers. In addition, thirty-five female missionaries were
in China. These missionaries represented fifteen different
societies.10
n. TnoWSM) CHINA
The opiw and other wars. After its contact with the
*'BrooBihall , The Ohinese SBg>ire, op* cit., p. 15.
l%illiams, og^, cit pp, 574-376.
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Western world, in Ohina Britain beoaiae the chief cosBnercial
power* Opim was the merchandise in which the British had
the greatest interest* By the year 1834, the opiua trade
was in ewery comer of China* tinder the poison of opim,
the Ohinese people gradually fell into a eondition of paral*
ysis* The laborers could not work, farmers coiO-d not farm,
soldiers ootd.d not fight, and the officers became cowetous*
The morality of the Chinese people decayed to a point where
the slow progress of the missionary work was not able to
stea the tide* Realising the sittiation, the Chineae govern
ment appointed Commisaioner Lin to crush the opitmi trade*
The trade was stopped for a shile, but smuggling greatly
increased* Finally, the Opium War broke out in 1839* The
untrained, poisoned by opium, and mal-organlxed Chinese array
lost the mr to the ^^itish. The war ended with a treaty
idiich was signed in 1842, followed by a supplementary treaty
in 1843* m 1844, America and France, following the exasqple
of Britain, made treaties with the Chinese government* Of
these treaties at least four affected adssionary work*ll
First, Hongkong was ceded to Brltaini and Canton, Amoy^
Foochow, Hlnpo, and shangihal were opened to foreign residence
and trade* The missionaries immediately took advantage of
the opportunity and entered all these ports* Some of then
even went outside of the ports to spread the Gospel* m the
Latourette, 0�* cit* . p* 229.
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8�ooxid pines , sxtreterritorielIty vas ina-ugiirated* All the
forelgnors vere protected hy their ovn govenament* If any
foreigner did anything against the Ohinese lav in Ohina,
even nnrder, he vas not punished aooordlng to Chinese lav,
hut vas sent to his ovn eonsulate* The nissionaries vere
safely protested* on the other hand, China vas forced to
inport opium* Tlie slscple Chinese mind did not knov vhieh
foreigner vas good or evil* They only knev the fox^ ignore
caused the var and sent the opium to the Chinese* The same
ships brought the opim which brot^ght the missionaries to
them* Bov could they uz^erstand? The antl^foreign movement
sprang ^xp in almost every part of Ohina* It vas one of the
reasons for the Boxer v^rising in 1900. The Ohinese cannot
forget the opium var* F<�*e ignore vere permitted to study
Chinese vith the Ohinese* This gave the missionaries more
opportimities for access to the natives who helped them to
in^rove their lat^uage* Also, missionaries received permis
sion to build hospitals, churches, and sohools*
The death of a Freneh priest, killed by an anti-
foreign Chinese, caused another war from 1856 to 1860* This
time the British aM French united their armies to attack
many ports of China* The Ohinese lost again and signed more
treaties* Ho fewer than nine treaties were signed between
Ohina and the European countries and the iMited States indi-
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vldmlly.l^ The raaiilt of thlo war waa the granting of lib-
arty to tba foroignar to travel anynhere in China. Aa a
result, missionaries inwaded the vast interior of Ohiiaa.
Many new ports were opened sueh ast Chefoo, Tientsin,
Mlnehnang, Chinkiang, Kinkiang, Hankow, and Tannan, and
Tamsui in Formosa. These ports beoame the centers of the
xd.ssionary network.
After the Opixmi War, more missionaries came frcna many
boards suoh ast American Fresbyterian, Protestant Episcopal
Church in tha Ohlted States, the American Baptists, the
German Society, English General Bi^tists, Seven-Day Baptists,
American Methodists, En^ish Wealyans, English Presbyterians,
Norwegian Mission Society and the China Evangelisation
Society which sent J. Hudson Taylor #io became the foui:der
of the China inland Mission.
After the l^ndon Mission Society moved the Anglo-
Chinese College from Malacca to Hongkong, the principle of
the College, James Legge, transformed the school into one
for the training of Chinese Clergy. He also devoted his work
to laying the foundation of an itn^ortant independent Ohinese
congregation.^* The general mission method did not change.^*
They were continuing the distribution of such literature as
^^Bi^oomhall , The China Eatplre, op. cit. , p. 19.
^^tatourette, o�. cit. . p. 246.
^^Ibid., p. 263.
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Pilgrim's Progress, hymns, and scriptures. Churches, schools,
and hospitals developed rapidly. Ih the work of securing an
authorised Ohinese version of the Bible, all the mission
boards co-operated.
The Tai-ping revolution, in this period of Chinese
history occurred the Tai-ping revolution. This revolution
was not only political but religious. The leader. Hung Hsiu-
Chuan, in his early days, received a pamphlet called "Good
Words Exhorting the Age," which was publiiOned and distributed
by the helper of Morrison, Liang A-fah.*^^ When he was dis
couraged, having failed the official examination of scholars,
he picked vp this pamphlet and read it carefully. Through
the inspiration of it, but without further instruction in the
Bible, he organised the Society of the Iforshipers of i^^iang
Ti, 1^1oh was the ancient Chinese Supreme Deity. This
Society aroae out of dissatisfaction with the political aitu-
ation on the one side and religious on the other, m it
there were elements derived fr<�B Christianity, but it also
contained many distinctive Chinese practices and beliefs. It
eB^haslsed baptism, confession and no Idolatry, while prac
ticing sacrifices and burning paper prayers to the Deity
The leader never clearly understood the real Christian mes-
ISlbid., p. 882 �
16 Ibid., p. 285,
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sage. The Society expanded and tranaformed into an ax^
ahich sought to overturn the lianchiis. From the rtrj southern
party they marched toward the north until they took Hanking
and established their capital there. Because the Tai-ping
ars^ condenned opium-smoking, idolatx*y, observed the Sabbath
and published numerous portions of the soripture for circula
tion, some of the missionaries thought that the time of
Christian revival throi^ghoxrt the land of China had arrived.
But "it gradimlly degenerated into a cruel and terrible re
bellion which devastated the fairest of China's provinces
and slew millions of human lives."^''' When General Gordon,
#iom the Emperor asked for help, took over Hanking in 1860,
their ten-year war was ended.
The Boxer uprising. Because the treaties, as a
result of ware, dealt a great deal with the work of missions,
it waa hard to defend the position that missions were not a
section of politics.
The treaties placed not only missionaries but Chinese
Christians under the aegis of foreign powers. This gave
to converts a certain assurance of protection and stimu
lated the numerical growth of the church.-^�
But many Chinese, seeing the advantage to be obtained from
the powerful foreigmrs. Joined th� ohureh with feigned con-
'Broomhall, The Chinese Bapiye. op. cit., p. 10.
^�Latourette, o�. cit.. p. 279.
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?�rflioBs. E�p�elall7 �b�n thoy were Involved In the law
they often tried to use the foreign power to ronKsve thwa
from the jurisdiotlon of their own govemraent. "Of eourse,
in eaoh oase the missionary supposed that he was on the side
of right, but often he was misled by ex�parte stories."^�
The restats of the toleration olauses, then, were far
from being always creditable to the name of Christ, , , �
this foreign protectorate was a serious blow to the
prestige and integrity of the Chinese State, � � . Mis*
slonaries, especially Roman Catholio missionaries, in
time exeroised almost the authority of civil officials
over their converts**"
In the mind of the Chinese, the religion of the foreigners
was a partner of Western imperialism. They, without a bet
ter knowledge of Christianity, thought that to beoome a
Christian was to become a foreigner, "Foreign devils" was
the name for the Westerners. And the Chinese Christians
were ealled "secondary devils," "foreigners, running dogs,
or slaves," or "parasites of the foreigpaers," Moreover,
they believed that the (Chinese Christians were traitors to
their country and its culture. Some Chinese said, "We belong
to the great MancOiu dynasty and never shall we become for
eigners t" "You with your doctrines to steal our minds and
your opium to poison our bodies I "^1
l^Mward Alsworth Ross, The Changing Chinese (Mew
Torks The Century Ceaapany, 1911T7"p* i^^S.
20Latourette , o�. cit.. p. 280.
Sljohn Ross, Mission Methods In Manchuria (Hew York?
Fleming H. Revell Ocmtpsny, 1905}, pp. 59-66.
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la the year 1895, Ohina lost the Sino-^apanese war.
Aa a rule, unequal treaties were made* Formosa passed into
the possession of Japan* Korea tander Japanese control was
eonquered later; and all of southern Manchuria fell isnder
the control of Japan . m these years other countries as :
Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, and America
obtained railway constinictlon contracts all over China*
"These many foreign aggreasions naturally gave birth to
imrest* Bom� Chinese wished to hit the foreigner where he
waa fotmd, and If possible drive him from China *"^^ By the
end of the year 1899, a great persecution of foreigners
arose led by the society of I BO Chian�"Righteous Barmony
Fists," the Boxers* Backed by the Baqpress Bowager and many
high officials, in spite of the will of ^e Bncperor and the
advice of Jong Lu, an old friend of the ]^ress, the Boxers
slew the foreigners, Chinese Ghristiims, and even the German
Ambassador* the mottoes of the Boxers were "Froteot the
eountry, destroy the foreigners! Establish the country,
destroy the foreigners! Protect the Ching (dynasty), des
troy the foreigners!" The Boxer i^rislng was not primarily
anti-Christian; it was anti-foreign. Bat missionaries and
Chinese Christians by the thousands suffered most. The
martyrdom of the missionaries has been told often, but the
death of numerous Chinese Christians is almost forgotten.
2S|AtJotirette, 0�. cit., p. 490.
Ill, METHOODS ASD RESULTS
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Hew Miealone, In more reeent years missionaries
arrived in Ohina from now societies such as: The Missionary
Alliance, Horweglan, Swedish, Uhited Brethren in Christ,
Toung Men's Christian Association, Young Women's Christian
Association, and Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor,
It has been a problea to determine just how many Protestant
missionaries went to China during these periods, Latourette
states that in the year 1889, there were 1,296 missionaries
in China from fo]*ty�one societies*^ More than half of the
missionary foree were wcaaiai. The Chinese Christians in San
Francisco, realising the need of their hosMland, organised
the China Gongre^tional Sooiety for the purpose of [Q>read<-
ing the Gospel ajaong their fellow oountrTmen in Kwangtung,
from 9Sa�Te the majozlty of Chinese Americans came. They
raised eighteen thousand silver dollars a year and establish
ed five mission stations .^^ Among all the missionary
societies, the China Inland Mission, which J. Hudson Taylor
organised, was most powerful. This missionary oz^anisation
has been undenominational and conservative till today. Mis
sionaries of the China Inland Mission represented all the
Christian countriea. Though they have never had a gmranteed
2Slbid., p. 405.
g^ibid . . p. 397,
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salary, yst thay had no personal solioitatlon for fxmds*
Missionaries vere to conform as nearly as possible to the
social and living conditions of the Chinese. Their main piar*
pose has not bem to vin conrerts or to build and educate
a Christian community, but to diffuse as quickly as possible
a knovledge of the Oospel throughout China proper. J.
Hudson Taylor learned to depend vpon God ocsipletely. His
mission never fell into debt, even during the time of the
American Civil War vhioh cut off a great amount of sx^port.
Jehovah Jireh�the Lord will provide, Ebeneser�hitherto
hath the Lord helped us, vere his vatchvords and his comfort.
For his sialic faith, utter sincerity, and coa^letely unsel
fish devotion, God used him in a miraculous way.
At the time of his death (1905) the China inland Mis
sion coimted on its rolls eight hundred and tventy-eight
Biiaaionaries. Protestant missionaries of various soci
eties vere living in each of the Sighteen Provinces and
in Mongolia and Manchuria, and in several provinces the
initial pioB�ering had been done by members of the organ
isation vhioh he had ealled into existence.^�
The slaisglhter by the Boxers caused the martyrdom of
many missionaries and Chinese Christians, but brought in many
more nev missiomries vho vere challenged by the sacrifices
of the ma3*tyrs* And mission vork spread even more rapidly.
The knife of the devil surely co\>ld not prevent the progress
of the Kingdom of God.
^^Ibid.. pp. 585-386.
2^ Ibid., p. 384.
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The Roaan Pathol los as a hlndranoe . In this period
the Roiaan Catholics expanded some, not as rapidly as the
Protestants, but their methods were kept practically the
same as before. Baptism, worship and sacraments were
stressed more than peraonal salvation. They established
BOW6 schools, did medical work, but giving alms to the poor
direw many to the Catholic Church. Almost all the schools
were limited to training for the priesthood, women who were
pledged to virginity, and acme catechieta. Before 1899,
three Catholic soclot lea of men and nine of women were formed
in China. But their doctrines in the eyes of Protestants
were ooz^tgptod. Their methods were not evangelical. The
Protestant miasions put emphasis on individual conversion
and an active desire to help others to receive salvation.
The distinctive work of Protestantism was the distribution
of literature and scripture which the Roman Catholics were
not allowed to read. As a rule, the converts to Roman
Catholicism had to do what the priest told them to do and
received the message second hand rather than from the scrip
tures themselves.
In these years, in addition to the persecution of the
anti-foreign societies, Protestant missions had to face the
stumbling block of Roman Catholicism. Although priests of
the Roman Catholic Church granted permission to their
believers to read all Confucian, Buddhist, or Taolst roll-
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gloue books, th�y conslderefi Protestant llteratta?e as
heresy. To reaoh a Roman OathoXlo Chines� was mueh more
dlfficuat than to reach other Chinese.
To the Protestants, It was as If the Catholics had
never come to China. Protestants nearly always thoxjght
of themselves as the sol� representatives of the Oospel
and spoke of "opening** cities and provinces to the
Christian message even when Catholics had been there
before th�a.�8
From this point on this study followed closely the
w>rk of Px*otestantifflsi in China.
Literature and soriptures. As It has been mentioned
before, the distribution of literature and soripture was the
Kjost preval��it method of spreading th� Oospel by missionaries.
Mai^ religious tracts and Bible Societies were established
in Bonkow, Shanghai, Kulkiang, Fukien and Sorth China.
These societies sold their literature to the missionaries
usxially at leas than cost and, as a rule, had a few distri
bution agents of their own. According to the repoi^ of the
Shanghai Oonference In 1877, they publi^ed forty-three books
or pBxaptdetB of oomnentarles and notes, five htmdred and
twenty-one of theology and narrative, twonty-nine of sacred
biography, eighty-two catechisms, fifty-four prayer books
and rituals, sixty-three hymn books, seven periodicals, and
one hundred and one sheet tracts.
27John Ross, o�. cit.. p. 38.
^^Latourette , o�. cit.. p. 361.
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Dyer labored to con5)lete a fount of Chinese laetallio
type, amid many obatasles and hindrances, which would mean
more elegance, cheapness, and rapidity In publiahlng* Be
lived long enou^ to see it brought into partial use, ai�l to
satisfy himself concerning the feasibility of this plan.^�
Since then literature haa been printed in large q\mntity,
with mass production.
The many different translations of the Bible often
confused the people* in 1855, a revised version came out.
It was in the excellent beauty and rhythm of the classic
style and was a good translation in view of Ohinese scholars
and the native ci�Lture.�0 (SHy a few Ohinese could read the
classic style and in Its use the maning of the original
raanuscrlpture was lost. Th� missioBwry conference in 1890
suggested a icalon version to be written in the sl^le
Chinese language. This was not realised until about twenty
years later.
Olasses for Illiterates. Since only about half of
Chinese men and two per cent of the women could read, many
of the people received a tract or a portion of scripture
\*iich would mean nothing to them. The llllteraoy in the
2%illiams, 0�. cit., p. ST7,
30Brooaihall, The Bible in China, op. cit., p. 69.
so
rural araaa waa muoh iroraa. For the purpose of enabling the
people to understand the soriptures thexoselTes, some olasses
were opened for illiterates, both Ohildren and adults. The
Sew Testament usually was the textbook. In the ohildren 's
class, some miasions had a native teacher to teach them the
Chinese classics. The people then had a chance to learn how
to read without paying any tiiition, the little ones sometimes
reoeiving food from the missionaries In addition. These
classes proved to be an attractive anA inviting project to
the people. Hymn singing and devotion took a part of the
daily program. Jbhn Ross was astonished when he heard "a
man, while piling grain on his wagon, singing a hymi instead
of the ordinary native songs.
Street meetings. It was a very co]raon mtter to
^ther a $^ovip of Christians to go out with the missionary
and preach itinerantly. The market place proved to be a good
place for them to preach and sell OlaE'istian literature, gos
pels or Bibles. Xn coimnon practice, they often rented a shop
on the street of a certain business area and converted it
Into a chapel. Three services, in the morning, afternoon,
and evening were held daily, m these services, along with
singing and preaching, discussion and instruction occii^ied
much of the time. To answer the questions of the people was
31John Ross, 0�. cit., p. 150.
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a graat task. Tha aubstanoa of elaaiantapy Instruction and
of public addrasfios to tha non-Ohrlstlans waa, as a rule,
tho only true God Is the Creator and Sustalner of all, the
sinfulness of man, the love of God who sent His only begot
ten Son to die In order to save us, the perfect life of
Jeaua, the crucifixion, the resurrection, and the way of
salvation through faith in Christ.
A small room in tbe rear of the chapel was always
prepared for seekers to pray, or to visit with the mission
ary or native workers, in the larger cities, some of the
more highly educated people would come to listen to the
foreign religion or philosophy. Ustaally the audience was
quiet and orderly. The grossest mistakes in phrase, grammar
or pronunciation of the missionary would hardly make the
people to laugh, for they took the message seriously. But
the scholera often raised debatable questions. When they
came down to the dootrine of sin snd redes^tion, they woi�Ld
elose the subject "with the phrase which the Chinese scholar
has in c<�Bmon with his Athenian brethren listening to fuxHt
We will speak some other time on these matters ."^^
Claases for catechimien . When anyone expressed his
interest In and the desire to know more of the doctrine and
the Bible, a class would be arranged for them, ^jrmns and
*^Ibid., p. 57.
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prayers as wall as doctrines and the Bible were taught to
these people* These classes ordinarily met once a week; but
for the candidates to be baptized, a special class was held
three times a week, and in some missions dally for two weeks.
An oral test was given to the candidates at the end* Who
ever passed it was qualified for baptism* The i^siphasis was
not primarily placed on the ability to answer correctly, but
rather on the life he lived before men as an indication of
his conversion* Some missions required a nine-month proba
tion and inatruction for baptism.** It was found that those
who came to Join the ch\u*ch hoped to obtain the aid of the
missionary in a lawsuit or other matters so Protestant mis
sionaries would not baptize a person without a period of
observation to determine his sincerity.
As a matter of fact, the members of the classes
always were men. In order to Instruct the women, Bible-
women were trained by the missionaries to visit homes. While
talking spiritual things to the housewives, they often
helped them In their housework*
Formal education. After China lost the war to Japan
who had always been regarded as a small eountry but received
Western civilisation, and after the failure of the Boxer up
rising she awakened to the necessity of securing Western
33John Ross, o�. cit., p* 79.
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soleno�, Tlmotliy Richard waa one of the outstanding miaeion-
aries who dreamed of reaching China through its dominant
classes and longed to see China transformed hy contact with
the beet elements and appliances of Western civilization,
His purpose was not so much to obtain the salvation
of the Chinese by bringing them within the fold of a
church as to transform wholesomely �very phase of
China's cultTx�e and so to make possible more abundant
life�economic, intellectual, and spiritual--for the
nation's millions. While unique, he was representative
of a type of Protestant missionary which increased in
numbera as the years passed,**
But other missionaries such as those of the China
inland Mission put their emphasis on the proclamation of the
Gospel i^ich must be brought as quickly as possible to each
person in every comer of China. Accordingly, they laid
little ea^hasis on formal education.**
As a pattern, education was to develop from the ele
mentary level into high schools and colleges. A new mission
school consisted of a rented room with a native teacher
hired to teach the Chinese characters and classics, a half
of each weekday devoted to the sttMy of Christian books, and
Bome English and science courses tata^t by the missionaries.
The Sabbath was devoted to religious exercises and daily
devotions wer� conducted by the missionaries. This kind of
school gradually became an elementary school of seven grades
34 Latourette, o�. cit., p, 379.
*5 Ibid., p. 386.
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out of iiMeh a foiar-year middle sohool wo-ild grow*
Bj 1879, the Protestant ^laoopal Church founded
St* John's College* m Pooehow, the Methodists opened the
Anglo-Chinese College In 1881,*^ aa a result of a ten thou
sand dollar gift fr<�i a native, Plong A-Hok, and four thou
sand dollars raised locally.*''' The Presbyterians, in 1887,
raised about #100,000 to open a Christian college in Canton*
There were many other colleges in Slmnghal, Maaklng, Peking,
Xiuklang and other cities. Elementary schools azKi higih
schools grew up all over the country.
These sohools were not provided for Christians only,
but were open to everyone who was qualified Intellectually*
An examination always preceded acceptance* Having the goal
of obtaining ttietployment in the customs service in some for
eign business or governmental office ^ere English was
required and better salaries were paid, imnj Ohinese young
people desired to learn English and attended these Christian
schools* m 1876, 5,917 students were enrolled; and in 1889,
the niaaber was 16,836.*^ Medical and industrial schools
were founded In this period also. Medical sohools were
closely related to medloal mission work. In 1889, sixty-one
*6Richard Terrill Baker, Ten Tho^and Years (Sew Yorks
Board of Mission and Churoh Extension of the Methodist
Church, 1947), p. 69.
S'^Tialter M. Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism
(Hew York: Abingdon CokesKury press, 194877 pp* 142-143*
*�Latourette , o�. cit., p. 442.
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hospitals, forty diaponaarias and 348,459 patiantss w�i�o
under the oare of medical missionaries and students.
Opium refuges opened in many places sdLth a great nvs^ber of
people. MoreoTer, leper asylums were established in many
parts of the country, especially in th� south, la these
hospitals and dispensaries, medical work was always going
on along with instruction in Oiiristlanlty, the way of salva
tion throiigh Christ. Their aim was to ecaabln� th� healing
of bodios with the ctir� of souls.
In these schools, the English and Chinese langmges
were taught. Since there had been difficulties in supply
ing Chinese textbooks, most of the schools used English
ones. The curriculum of an ordinary mission school would
be mathematics, chemistry, biology, physics, geography,
music, physiology ar^ hygiene, astronon^, history, philoso
phy, theology, eduoation, and law. They emphasised the
sol�NQee of the Occident and knowledge of the world outside
of China.^0 But the scholastic standard of these new-born
schools was far below that of the Occident. At the begin
ning of the twentieth century, however. It caught up with
the West.
The Bible has always been taught in these mission
sohools. And chapel services in some schools were held daily;
g^Ibid., p. 436.
^Olbid.. p. 436.
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some, at least twice a week. The non-Christian students
could hardly avoid hearing the Gospel, and many of them were
converted. These schools provided great opportunities for
Chinese young people to become acquainted with the Gospel.
Before 1897, education in China was restricted to
private homes. The rich hired tutors for their children.
Ordinarily, a teacher was siQ>ported Taj several families.
Due to the missionsiries * influence, the Chinese government
and some educators began to establish the new type schools.
A nimiber of missionaries were invited to take iaqportant
educational offices of the government, among which were
Dr. Timothy Ri(^rd to the |�*esidency of the University of
Shansi, Dr.W. H. Bayes to the presidency of the Shantxxng
Provincial College, and Dr. W. A. P. Martin to be the educa
tional and general adviser of Cheng Chih-tung who was a
reformer and Governor-General of Hanking.^ Furthermore,
the Chinese governiBent sent one hundred and twenty young men
to study in the united Statea.^^ When they came back, they
brought with them Occidental methods with which to initiate
the work of Westernising their native land. On the other
hand, Christianity had a great desd to do with their life.
Theological training. As China is a great country,
*1James L. Bashford, China An jtoterpretation (New
York: The Abingdon Press, 19l6), p. iTTl
^^Latourette , o�. cit.. pp. 476-477.
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the nmber of missionaries oould not compare with the need
for ministers and woxicers; and the language barrier made it
much more difficult for foreign missionaries to reach the
masses. Coming to the realization of the need of reaching
the Chinese through their fellow countrymen, the misslonaries
endeavored to train native workers. Among the Chinese
Christians, very few were educated, so the training had to
begin on very elesientary levels, m meeting the needs, many
theological schools sprang xsp in every part of China, oper
ated by different missionary societies. In 1876, there were
twenty theological schools with two hundred and thirty-one
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students. Besides the high school courses, every theolog
ical student had to take a four-year course of theological
training. But, as a matter of fact, very few high school
graduates would come for this training. Therefore, there
was provided a special class for those students who had a
cos^lete high school education.
The curriculum of theological training consisted of:
Old Testament exegesis; apologetics; systematic and pastoral
theology; New Testament exegesis; church history, physiology;
comparative religions (Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism);
and other literature and science courses .^^ As at the other
colleges, theological schools were low in their scholastic
4* Ibid., p. 427.
**John Ross, o�. cit. . p. 99.
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et&ndapd.
Women * a eduoation. Beoauae of the Chinese tradition
that women without eduoation were conaldered virtuous, the
eduoation of women raised a great protest. Co-^ueatlon, in
the Chinese mind at that time, was regarded as Immoral, for
men and women were not allowed to walk, sit, or talk to each
other in piiblio even though they were hushand and wife. So,
in order to teach the girls, many girls* schools were
erected from elementary to high school. Beyond these,
nurses training and theologioal schools were provided for
producing nurses, teachers, and Bible-women. As a result of
women's education, the Chinese came to realize the position
and ability of woiaen. And a movement of releasing the
women's bound feet swept all over the land.
Living witness. In the preaching of the missionary,
it is frequently brought out that "Confucius offers a fault
less exas^le of a life dominated by principleai Jesus offers
a faultless example of a life dominated by love."** And the
principles of Confucius do not work; but the love of Jesus
and His blood can really transform one's life. After these
things, the Chinese would keep them in mind and watch the
life of the missionaries.
The people were intently eager to discover the kind of
life 'wfelch acooii^anled this new doctrine. Svery little
4*Bdward Alaworth Ross, 0�. cit., p. 256.
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item or hotiaehold work, of houtehold arrangement, and
aapeoially of private family oonduot, was retailed by
gossiping servants to eager listeners, arid spread from
house to houiae in the community.*�
Sometimes, with little understanding of Western custom, the
servants would arrive at a wrong conclusion about what they
heard or saw, just as the missionaries co\ild not understand
n^at the natives did. The native Ohristlaxis were watched
likewise. But through the good witness of the Ohrlstlana
and the missionaries, people came in great niofiber to learn
more about Christianity.
Other methods � D^lring the persecution period, many
Christians were troubled. A great deal of counseling was
done among them to strengthen ^elr faith. 2h the calendar
of the missions, some special day services as Saster,
Christmas, and New Year, were scheduled for the purpose of
fellowship, evangelism, and religious education. They gave
\xp their feasts which were often prepax^d to the honor of
the gods and ancestors, but came to celebrate the Christian
festivals. Since the native churches were not well organized
aM the term "Sunday school" was never heard in China, th�
work of children education was done by the methods which
have been described. As a matter of fact, this period opened
a great door of opportunity to further the work of Christian
education in the next century.
John Ross, 0�. cit., p. 194.
CHRISTIAH EDUCATIOH IH CHIHA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
I* THE FIRST DECADE (1901-1910 >
The twentieth eentury and China. The twentieth cen
tury is not only the great scientific age of the West, hut
also of the East. Steasishlps, trains, and factories began
to appear at the coastal ports and certain inl^d cities.
The telegraph and post system progressed rapidly. Thousands
of students studied in Japan, Europe and America In order to
learn Western science for the improvement of their own coirn-
try. Among the Chinese students in America, eighty per cent
"I
mre from Christian mission schools. But most of th�mt were
studying science and only a very small nuaiber theology.
Thus it appeared that the Western solace had more attrao-
tlon for them than Christianity. Coming back to CMna with
Occidental humanism, evolutional ism, and materialism, the
studeii^s began to question and despise all religions. These
men became the professors and officers of the colleges and
of the govenmtent and had great Influence upon the minds of
the Chinese.
The progress of Christianity during this time. The
James 1.. Barton, Educational itissions (New York?
Student Volunteer Movement for foreign Ifiss ions, 191S),
p. 167.
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nmber of miss ionttx*lea Inoraaaad greatly as a result of the
herolo challenge cf the martyrs during the Boxer rebellion,
Protestant missions grew faster than ever before* Many new
mission boards, as the Free Methodist of Morth Amerloa,
Canadian Anglican, Presbrterisn Church of Hew Zealand, Evan-
gelical Association of North America, Seventh Day Adventist
and others, began their work in China* m 1905, the number
of missionaries was 3,445; and in 1910, it had Increased to
5, 144*^ The Chinese workers Increased in nimibers from
9,905 to 15,501* Christian schools, hospitals and social
works were the greatest propagational programs of Christian
ity* But Western science and the living standard of the
mlaalonaries were most admired by the Chinese* Since the
missionaries and the ohixpches remained tmder the protection
of treaties, Christianity was still an alien faith to the
Chinese, the Church just another foreign importation coa^r-
able to myaohinery or B�9rohandlse*
The educational program* In the last part of the
nineteenth c�atury education became a very effective part of
the program of Protestantism* It had drawn many people to
know the Gospel, Gamewell said in 1919,
Through the dally chapel exercises, the weekly reli
gious meetings, the special evangelistic services held
^Latourette, 0�. cit., p, 606.
*Ibid,
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from time to time, &d&, above all, tb� Influeno� of tbo
life and diaraet�r of th� misalonary t�aoh�r�, �aed 1�
sown that cannot fall to yield a rich harvast,*
In the mind of th� people of China aristocracy depended not
on money but on scholarship. "A man may be so poverty-
stricken that he can hardly keep soul and body together, but
If he is a scholar he stands on the top rung of th� social
ladder." The old s^stess. of civil service being abolished,
the Chinese were anxious to learn the new subjects which the
Itostemers offered. The missionary motive in the opening of
more sohools was the winning of people to Christianity, but
the Chinese cam� to the schools to learn occidental sclenoe
and languages which would benefit them in getting a job.
Sven though the \iltimate aims were different many new schools
appeared to meet the needs. The existing Christian schools
developed ai:^ extended their program from primary to second
ary and frcaa secondary to higher eduoation. Hew �quipm�nt
arKi new buildings were added. Th� enrollment increased
rapidly. Iven th� KKsst conservative groigjs, such as the
Ohina Inland Mission, began to give attention to educational
programs.^ Missionaries had often provided food and cloth
ing as well as tuition in some of the schools. They became
popular and usually crowded. Tuition fees and contributions
*Mary Hlnde aamewell. Hew Life Ctyrenfea in China (New
York! Mlsslcaaary Education Mov�aent of the I3nitii[ States and
Canada, 1919), p. 153,
*Ibid . , p. 133.
^tourette, o�. cit., p. 624.
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from the Ghineee not only met the cost of board and lodging
but often provided a aubatantial portion of the salaries of
teaohsrs �
The institutions of higher eduoation almost vere all
in the hands of the Amerioan board. Indeed, suoh sohools as
St. John's University and Canton Christian Oollege produoed
many of the ablest teaohers, physioians and statemen of
China. But vell-eduoated ministers vere too fev in nianber.
In these mission sohools, Christianity often vas presented
as pria�rily oonoerned vith the relation of men to eaoh
other and minimized men's relations to Ood. Soolal values
came to a plaoe of greater Importanoe than the salvation of
souls. Christian eduoation vas tlireatened vith secularisa
tion.
Christian youth movement . froviding religious , edu
cational, social and athlstic programs for the youth, the
Totmg Hen's Christian Aasociatlon and the Toung Women's
Christian Association became very popular in these years.
But the religious emphasis gradually faded avay. The coming
of M. J. Bxner of the Young Men's Christian Association
stimulated athletic competition among Chinese youth. As a
result, physical education came to be a nation-vide program.
Drama, debate, and music clubs vere organised under the
leadership of the tvo Associations. In the meantime, a self-
*^Ibid., p. 589.
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governed ettjdent body aroee among the secondary schools and
colleges. Some of the leagues led by the Young Women �s
Christian Association were doing a good work against foot-
binding, early betrothals and marriage, taking secondary
wives, and the esgjloyment of slave girls. E. I. Osgood^
became the president of the Good Citizenship Soveaaent, start
ing a campai^ against gambling, immorality and the use of
wine and cigarettes. Moreover, the building of parks and
playgroui^s was laider his direction. Both of these Associa
tions provided Bible classes and held a number of evangelis
tic cas^aigns. But their educational lectures on Western
science drew the larger crowds.
The Student Volimteer Mov�m�:it under the inspiration
of Ting Li-mei,* swept over many parts of China. More than
one hundred young men decided to enter Christian ministry in
Shantung Union College. The call of young people to Chris
tian service echoed from Tientsin and Tingohow to Peking.
Ting Li-mel travelled from place to plaoe, holding meetings,
interviewing students, and organising and nourishing the
local "bands." At Welhslen, Shantung, a great revival broke
out due to the infltience of th� Korean revival. This had a
great deal to do with the self-propagation of Christianity
in China. Winning souls to Christ was no more to be the
�Ibld. . p. 657.
^Ibid. . p. 593.
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task of ministers of the gospel only.
Sunday School. The general method of Ohrlstian edu
cation had largely been the distribution of literatiire,
street meetings, pvltllc addresses, and calling on individuals.
But formal education programs and the medical training were
the major features of this day. Sunday School was rather
new, but became a regular feature of the work of some mis
sions. Xn 1910 the World Sunday School Association, London,
appointed S. 0* Tweksbury as the national secretary of China.
He began his work in January, X9XX. The organization of the
China Sunday SehooX Onion was estabXished with headquarters
at Shanghai. The Sunday SchooXs were chiefly for the
children of Christians and In some places they were oos^osed
XargeXy of students. Orading was limited usually to classes
for children and adults. Teen-agers were not often found in
Sunday School in large ntmal>ers. The Su�iay School teachers
were the full-time workers or teachers of the Christian
schools. As a rule, the lady missionaries took most of the
responsibility. Lacking adequate lesson materials in
Chinese, they often used the Bible only as the textbook.
Supervision was almost unknown to the Sunday School of this
period. The newly formed China Sunday School Union, in meet
ing the need for teacher training material, issued a special
^�E. 0. Tweksbury, "China, Sunday-School Work in,"
The Encyclopedia of Staaday Sohools and Religious Eduoation.
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oovirae of six books in Snglish and Chinese, Certificates of
th� China Sunday School Ttaion were issued to those who
passed the examinations on these books The equipment of
the Sui^ay School was indeed poor. And the people, even the
pastor, had no knowledge about the Sunday School, The pur-
pes� and plan of th� Sunday School war� not fully \Jind�rstood
in China, In latar yaars, they bagan to us� th� Internation
al uniform Lesson series which were piiblished by th� Uhionj
and some of th�m, in the larger cities, even adopted the
newly graded lessons*
The Centenary Missionary Conference . In 1907, the
Centenary Missionary Conference of the Protestants was held
in the city of Shanghai, There were five hundred delegates
and six hundred twenty visitors. But anong th^ only six or
seven were Chinese. They discussed various phases of mis
sionary work such as the training of Chinese ministers,
establishing t^e Chinese Church, teaching the Mandaria dia
lect, urging women's education, enlarging th� program of
medical work, extension and ln^rovement of Sianday Schools
and the union Version of the Bible. The easy Wenli Bible
was published, but they believed a MaMarin version would be
much better. Also, they encoxiraged the production of Bibles
in other dialects. In the new tSaion Mandarin Version,
"iwarly all of the figures of spee^ contained in the origi-
^^Ibid.
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nal Greek, appeared � � ."-^^ Aa a result of the Ooafereaee,
the different mission boards were able to better co-operate
m spite of differences in theology and philosophy.
Other methods and results � Hesponding to the fouad-
Ing of many govermental colleges and secondary schools,
hotels were built near the campuses by some missions, so
that the students might live under Ohristian influBnoe.-^^
Since there were thousaMs of people going to tai Shan every
year for their pilgrimage, at Taianfu, Shantung missionaries
provided literature and preached in tents. This was a new
method of reaching people. It was not long until the method
was widely employed. It has been very fruitful.
Gilbert Held of the Horthem American Presbyterian
board founded a mission among the higher classes of China.
As the mission developed, its pux^ose became not so
much the direct winning of the higher classes to the
Christian faith as the furthering among Ohinese offi
cials and merchants of a knowledge of the constructive
feattires of Occidental civilization, and the prcmiotion
of friendship and better understanding between Western
ers and Chinese.^*
By 1011, less than half the total missionary staff was
engaged in direct evangelistic work and the proportion
would have been still smaller had not the great majority
of the members of the Ohina Inland Kission�which had in
China more missionaries than any other society�been in
that type of actlvlty*^^
ISBroomhall, The Bible in Ohina, op. cit., p. 93.
^^Irfitourette , o�. cit., p. 620.
l^Ibid., p. 602.
l^Ibid.. p. 610.
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Evangelical Cbrlstianity was Inclined to substitute
educational for evangelistic methods,
II. THF REVOLOTIOSAL PERIOD (1911-1927)
The Revolution. After the Boxer Rebellion, the Man
chu dynasty in China was doomed, Th� Hue so -Japanese war was
fought on Chines� soil. In South Manchuria, while the Manchu
Govemmant stood h�lpl�ssly by, Th� younger generation of
Chinese witnessed the victory of Japan over Russia, and real
ised that thalr own governm�nt must b� changed* Students
coming back from th� Cccldent w�re imbu�d with th� id�a of
ravolution, for overthrowing the Manchixs. The political gen
ius was Sun Yat-sen who was educated in Honolulu and a pro
fessed Christian. Once he explained the cause of the Revo
lution to a Roman Catholic priest, saying,
W� have foxigbt against the dynasty, because it was
dragfjing ua, llttl� by little, into a state of complete
servitude* This was th� real cause of the Revolution,
and it la patriotic sentiments that have �nabled us to
triumph.-^^
Th� Revolution broke out in 1911, while Sun was
abroad. Thr destructive work of the Revolution was quickly
finished. The �lapir� fell because it was too rotten to
stand. The constructive work of the Revolution, however,
lagged for many years because there was not yet sufficient
Fernand Parjenel, Through the Chinese Revolution
(Margaret Vivian, translator; New YorlE: Frederick A. Stokes
Company, 1916), p* 255.
training and discipline among the rerolutionarlea. Yuan
Shih-kal, the general, became th� president of th� Republic
of China, but attempted to ass\Kie the Imperial title. As
the Central Gk>venanent declined and disorder spread, many
military leaders made thiKnselves Piasters of larger or small
er sections of the country, '*fher� was no year in which
fighting was not recorded and froa tlm� to time the more
powerful chieftains engaged in conflicts which brought dls-
17
tress to great portions of the nation
Sun Yat-sen died in 1925. His last great achieve
ment was the ideological preparation for th� Second Hevolu-
tl<�i of 1926, by his lecttn��s to his followers at Canton,
^�s� l�ctia?�s, which were never ooi^leted, were edited
into their present form after his death, as th� San Mln
Chu I or Three People's Principles. It was only after Sun
Yat-8�n^8 death that th� armies inspired by his EuOTilntang
or Nationalist Party began their march northward frcis
Canton to unify all China. This march was th� famous
lorthem Ixpadltlon under th� oaimand of Chiang Kai-shek,
Many of th� officers of th� troops were trained by Russian
instructors. So the armies w�r� trained by Communist aeth-
18
ods, and were aocoi^anied by political organizers. Thus
�^'Latourete, o�, cit., p. 5S0
18
Ow�n and Eleanor Lattlmore, The Making of Modern
China (Hew York: W, W, norton Company, Inc., 1^44), p. 1S7
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the CoBBBtmiet organization appeared in China. The rapid ad
vance of the Horthem Sxpeditlon alowed after Hankow, Han
king, and Shan^ai had been ooei^led. The interference of
the Japanese had to do with slowing down of the arsiles.
Althotigh finally externally China seemed to be united, the
war lords still had power of their own in their territories.
Th� Communists began to be the cancer of China. Diiring
this period of Revolution larld War I broke out in 1914 in
Europe. It lasted for about fifty-on� months. China join
ed the War by sending coolies to Franc�, where the horrible
side of modern war was revealed to the coHimon laborers of
China. Th� overseas Chines� played '*a great part in the
Chinese Revolution, both by remitting fund� for political
action and by commmlcatlng ideas which helped to mature
19
Chinese political thinking."
The effect upon missions. During the reolutlonary
disorders, many missionaries took refuge in ^anghai or
other ports, in th� concessions. Battles were fought near
the cities where mission properties were often destroyed or
occupied by the troops of either side. Being anti-Christian
and anti-imperialistic, th� Corommiste blended with th�
JIationallsts in the armies of the Horthem Expedition. Mis
sionaries and Chines� Christians were killed on their way to
3-^Ibld., p. 135.
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the North. B\it the int�rr\;55tion was only tewgporary. Moat
of tha roTolutionlats ware friendly to the misaionarles*
Generally speaking, the Revolution enabled the Chinese peo
ple to become more open-minded to the Christian message.
The rate of increaae in the nmber of Protestants in China
from 1915 to 1917 vas ten per cent a year.^� Though the
ntBBber of missionaries increased, very few new mission soci
eties established themselves in China during this period.
Practioally all the larger and most of the smaller
groups of Protestants were now established in the coun
try and the time for the o��aing of new boards had passed.
Ifost of the missions had staked out as much territory as
they could well ooci^ and were not finding it wise to
open many new residential centers .^^
For the pux^pose of strengthening their work, some mis
sion boards began to unite. In 1922, sixteen Fresbyterian
and Reformed grot^ united and formed Chuz^ Hua Chi Tu Chiao
Hui, the Churoh of Christ in China. In the meantime, some
of the Chinese independent groups were foz^d, suoh as the
True Jesus Chiiroh, the Jesus Family, and others.
As the result of World W�ir I, the German missions suf
fered most for tfeeir financial source was entirely cut off.
Their schools, hospitals and even the missions had to close.
Contributions to other missions declined. The world-wide
Jump in prices greatly augmented the coat of maintaining mis-
8 lone, m the conference of 1913, a large number of Chinese
SOiAtotirette, o�. cit. . p. 674.
21 Ibid., pp. 746-747.
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Joined ae meiabers. There was emphasis on sell'-si4>port and
aelf-propagation, but "it was quite another matter to put it
into effect�"22 jj^^ majority of th� chwch members war�
drawn from among th� poor and tmeducated. Although they
fully tithed, they could hardly support a minister. With a
low salary, sometimes an eameat and devoted worker might be
obtained, but without education, he coxild not effectively
propa^te the aospel. The rich people often chose to donate
money to schools rather t^an the d^tn^ch, as they saw the
missionaries were putting more ^oqphasis on education than
the church, in their eyes, sc�k>o1s were the only institu
tions i^lch woutld benefit the Chinese. However, the contri
butions of the Haticmal Chinese Churoh multiplied eight or
ninefold.^ Many IndepeMent churches arose at Tientsin,
Tsinanfu, Hong Kong, Pelping and Taiyuanfu. In Kuantung and
Kwangsi, a home mission board was oi^anleed by the Chinese.^
In 1912, more than half of the secretarial staff of the Toung
Men<s Christian Association were Chinese,and the number of
mealiers of the Association Increased greatly and continually.
In this period, it was very ccaamon to have lecturers
from other lands to speak to the yotith and college students.
The most notable ones were John Dewey from the United States
and Bertrand Ri;�sell from Britain. Their cool, critical.
^2 Ibid-, p. 674.
23 Ibid., p. 674.
2^ Ibid., p. 679.
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�oi�ntlflo Bkeptioiaia or atheistic huBianlsm was received by
the majority of Ohinese stMents.
The conflict of fimdan^ntalimn and modernism was early
carried to China and there became even more divisive than in
the Occident.
Modernism threatened the very life of the Church in
China that in 1920 they organized vaa&w the name of the
Bible Union. The I]toion*s statement of faith e^cpressed
unqualified adherence to belief in the deity of Jeaua,
his virgin birth, atoning sacrifice for sin, and bodily
restu^eotlon, in the miracles of the Old and Sew Testa
ments, in the personality and work of the m^lj Spirit,
in tht new birth of the individual as an essential pre
requisite to Christian social service, and in the whole
Bible as the inspired Word of God and the idtimate
authority for Christian faith and practioe.^S
The Pal Hua movement led by Dr. Hu Shlh has solved
the problem of langtaage in the sohools �3d in missionary
work. Pai Hua is a dignified Mandarin n^lch can be under
stood wherever that form of the language is spoken. The old
Wenli style which is \mknown to most of people has passed
out.
Because of an incident on May 30, 1925, In which
British policeman killed EK>me students, a great anti-foreign
and anti-Christian movemmt spread over the cotmtry.
Christianity was condemned on the groiMd that it was
the forerimner of in^eriallstlc exploitation ai�S was
aocos^anied by dconands for indsmnlties and territorial
concessions, that It was allied with capitallsmji that it
destroyed laa� national spirit of the Chinese; that it had
always existed for the strong and depended vipon oppres
sion j that converts were attracted by material rewards;
Latourette, op. cit., p. 795.
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that Christiana made us� of prominant m�n and flattered
the rich} that they were hypocrites; that they meddled
in lawsuits and protected criminals; that Christian
sohools restrained freedcmt of thought and action, com
pelled attendance at worship, hindered the full develop
ment of Indlvidixals, suppressed patriotism, and were
hopelessly conservative and old-fashioned; that Christian
ethics and doctrines w�r� untenabl�; and that Jesus bira-
self was not perfect and was not particularly Important?�
The educational program* All the mission boards kept
their ed\icatlonal program as before. Some new schools were
opened while the others flourished. The enrollment Increased
greatly, m 1889, there war� only 16,836 pt^ils in th� mis
sion schools, but by 1915, the number had expanded to
167,707.27 For example. Canton Christian College grew from
an enrollment of thirty-seven in 1914-1915 to one hui�ired
and twenty-one in 1918-1919.28 The Chines� co-operated more
and more in the support of such institutions. English was
less used as a medium of instruction, a great numbar of books
having been translated into Chinese. Co-edii�3ation began to
be generally accepted, and Chinese nationals took over the
positions of president, principal, dean, or teacher. Ih
tb^se years, variotis types of Christian sohools appeared In
China, sueh as primary or village schools, kindergartens,
intermediate schools, boarding schools, high schools, normal
26 lbid., pp. 697-698.
27 Ibid., p. 623.
28xbid., p. 753.
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school 8, colleges, theolo^cal training schools, Bible
schools for women, medical sohools and niir�ses� training
schools, and ii�iu8trlal or technical schools.
Scholastic standards in some schools were equivalent
to those of the Occident. The currlcialimi of the four-year
course in Nanking Hnlverslty included: fifty-six hoiirs in
the Chinese language and literature j �li^t In mathematics
(algebra, trigonometry); six in modern hist^opy; two in the
history of Israel; two in th� history of Christianity;
twenty-two in Sngliefe language and literature; ten in chem
istry; six in general geology; three in the teaching of
Jesus and of the apostles | three In coi^aratlve religion;
six in economics; thre� in loglo; ten in psychology; three
in ethics; six In philosophy of th� Christian religion; and
forty-two in electlves. A second foreign language was
required .2^ The credits from banking Ilnlversity were
acceptable in all the colleges of the tJnited States.
The authority of the University to give degrees is
vested in the Board of Trustees representing the oorpo-
ratlon in the United States which Is incorporated under
the laws of the State of Hew York, and its power to
confer degrees 5 s in accordance with the authorisation
or approval by th� Hegents of the University of the
State of Now York.50
In th� theologioal training, only a f�w schools as Iftilon
Theological School of Peking University and Uhion Theologl-
*''Barton, 0�. cit . , pp. 245-246.
g^Ibid., p. 243.
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cal School of Wankliig Tlhlverslty maintained the requirementa
of a gradimte school. Most of the theologioal or Bible
schools in Ohina -Bsr� on th� college level and some of thm&
even below it. The ctErricioltBii of a thr��-y�ar course in
these schools Included? twenty hoiors in Hew Testament;
twenty-two in Old Testament; nineteen in church hiatory;
eighteen in theology; twelve in homlletica; fourteen in
religious education and Christian sociology; sixteen in
Greek; twelve in music; and twenty In elective� .^^ The
graduates from thes� school s supplied the better educated
ministers in Chinese churches.
There were critic IsraB of the graduates frcaa th� mis
sion school: they were better In th� knowledge of English
than in Ohinese; the cirrlculxsB of th� mission schools was
geared to the scholastic standards of the West but not
properly fitted to the life in China; and th� tuition of
th�se Christian schools was too high*
In 1925, the Ministry of ^uoation of the Peking
Ck>verr�m�nt insisted that all Christian schools had to be
registered with the government .^^
Such registration had. In general, called for a
Chinese principal at the head of every school, with
Chines� citizens In the pronounced majority on all
school boards, a degree of government siJ^ervision, the
adoption of a prescribed minimum ourriculimi, and th�
SI Ibid., p. 246.
S2i^to\ir�tte, 0�. cit., p. 698.
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prohibition of all required religious �x�rciseB.^^
"Prom this time on attendance upon religious services in the
Christian sohools ceased to be compulsory. The attendance
decreased .
William z. Sanders statad four serious defects of the
mission schools: (1) th� masses of the students were fall
ing to co-operate on a Christian basis; (2) mmy of th�
religious activities war� afflicted with a deadly purpose-
lessness; (3) the students failed to get a couplet� reli
gious exp�ri�nce; (4) much that was don� was of no practical
value
Otiwr mission works. During thes� years of disorder,
mission presses were not disturbed, but increased both In
number and output. At the beginning of the Revolution there
was a sharp decline in sales, but soon the tide was one�
moTB rising �v�n mor� rapidly. Many newapapars war� issued
in Mandarin as wall as in Homan letters. Some Chin��� hym
nals were produced. Periodicals became very poptalar among
the people because they were "not only on rellgiotia topics,
but on other phases of llf�, suoh as home-making, child-
training, the treatment of comsjon diseases, and th� blogra-
^^E&Tle H. Ballou, Dangarous <^portunity (Hew Yorks
Friendship Press, 1940), p. l02.
^*William L. Sanders, "The Problem of Mission Schools
in China," Hellglous Education, 22529, January, 1927.
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phie� of eminent statesmen ."^^ A few new Bible societies
appeared such as the Bible House of Los Angeles, the Pocket
Testament League, and the Christian Literature Society. The
circulation of llterattire aM scripture Increased among
railway employees and In soldiers' camps. The total sales
of the three larger Bible societies rose from 2,519,758 in
1905 to 4,769,554 in 1911, and to 6,014,857 in 1914.^^
Lesa than 10 per a&nt c� this enormous circulation
was in the form of entire Hew Testaments and a still
smaller proportion was made up of entire Bibles. The
great hvHk was of single books from the Bible, mostly
Gospels, the Acts, or one of the Eplstlee.^^
Because of John B. Rockefeller's contribution, the
China Medical Board was formed. In 1917, they established
the Peking Union Medioal College, and also supported the
program of the Tale Medical School in Hunan and St. John's
Peimsylvania Medical School in Shanghai. By 1915 three hun
dred eighty*three missionary doctors were working under the
medical missions, among them two hundred seventy-seven were
men snd one hundred six were women. Moreover, there were
one hundred forty-two missiomry nurses.�� Chinese doetors
and nurses were increasing in number. In the waiting room
of some of the hospitals and dispensaries, preaohlng services
'^^Latourette, 0�. �it., 649.
S�Ibid., p. 648.
37 lb id.
^Qlbid., p. 652.
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were held with distribution of literature with excellent
results,59
The Sunday School was gaining ground in the church in
the period following 1911. The enrollment increased by a
third and the nioiber of teachers nearly doubled. Adult
olasses enlarged in sise. m 1918 the Daily Vacation Bible
School appeared in China.*^
The coming of George Sherwood Eddy of the Young Men's
Christian Association in 1911 and 1916 resulted in ^eat
evangelistic meetings with large audiences of students,
teachers, scholars, officials ani gentry. Ifony signed cards
to express their interest in Christianity, but most of them
just to be "polite. In 1919, the China for Christ Move
ment led by David Z. T. Yui began its work of (1) deepening
the Christian life of the m^bers of the Chiirch, (2) winning
non-Christians to the faith, (3) strengthening Christian
education in home, church and school, (4) training Christian
leadership, (5) teaching every church member to read, (6) and
encouraging every Christian household to maintain family wor>
ehlp.*2
S^Ibid., p. 656.
^Olbid.. p. 782.
^^Gamewell, 0�. cit., pp. 196-196.
^^j^tourette , op. cit., p. 776.
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III, THB Y&ARB OF OPfORTtJNITT (1927-1037)
The hopeful outlook. After years of trouble, China
came to a period of temporary rest. But the Japanese were
ready to attack China at any time. The Communists In
Kiangsl and Hunan were causing trouble . under the National
Ckjvemment, the IJew China was growing fast. Railways and
hlgi�ays were constructed to reach the hinterland. Air
lines began to reach points to which even th� motor roads
had not yet penetrated. Sleotrie power bece�te available to
vast areas of China, m the same period China's heavy and
li^t industry expanded with impreoedented rapidity. Polit
ically, the Hational Goverzmi^t showed skill In dealing with
foreign ooimtries. Morally, a Sew I*ife Movement ,'*S led by
Chiang Kai-Shek, swept over the country. "By the eve of the
Japanese Invasion the general outlook�except in Japan's
direction�was the most hopeful that any thoughtful resident
oould remeaaber."^*
The highlight of miss ions . 'Sxoept in the areas
where the Communists were disturbing, Protestant missions
were progressing waoothly and growing stronger every day.
According to the National Ohristian Come 11 �s stiady,^� in
^^Ballou, 0�. cit., pp. 106-107.
44 Ibid., p. 62.
45pi.ank Wilson Price, Chlim-�Twilight or Dawn? (Kew
York: Friendship Press, 1948), p. 105^
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1956, th� Pro t��tant ffi�mb�rdaip p�aoh�d th� figur� of
556,089, with mor� than 8�y�n thousand organised congraga-
tions md about ei^t thousand branch churches and chapels.
The total of Chinese pastors and full -time workers was over
fourteen thousand* Foreign missionaries reached the total
of about six thousand with a Protestant constituency of
about a million, m the land of China there were thirteen
Christian colleges, about two hundred Christian middle
schools, and two hundred thirty-two Christian hospitals,
with eight himdred fifty-five missionary and Chines� doc
tors and a capacity of mor� than sixtaen thousand beds.
The Yoin!^s Men's Christian Association had forty activities,
while the Toung ^<mm*B Christian Association had �l^te�n.
Many self-sisqpportlng city associations were added with a
larg� numb�r of student associations. There were several
excellent theological seminaries of college and post-gradu
ate grade. In addition, there were many more training
schools and Bible Institutes for less advanced churoh work
ers.*� The distribtitlon of literature reached a high record
for the new school system and mass education raised th� p�r-
ccntag� of literates. Between 1919 and 1936 two million
copies of th� Hew T�stamont w�r� sold in China. Th� great
hymnal. Hymns of ttoiversal Praise, appeared in 1936. In it,
there are four htandred fifty-two translations of Western
46 Ibid., p. 106.
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hyams and sixty-two hymns of Chinese origin.*'''
Promotinfi religious education. Th� Hational Couaaittee
for Christian Religious Education and th� China Sunday School
Union workad tog�ther in promoting religious education in
churches, homes and schools. The Sunday School IMion issued
lessons and pictwes for about five thousand churches in
China and overseas.*� They also provided choir music in
Chinese. The Youth Fellowship movement and choirs increased.
Audio-vistml aids d3rew the interest of the people with won-
derfiil results. These aids were including the magic-lantern,
phonograph, public address systems, motion pictures, and
radios. This new equipment was only accessible to those in
the big cities. Sunday Schools now appeared in almost every
church and the enrollment steadily increased. Special hom
ing for ^� church school appealed in som� churches. Dally
Vacation Bible Schools were still few. Cas^s for boys were
founded .*�
A survey was made to call attention to the distinc
tive needs of rural areas.
This supvey revealed that only 6 per cent of the total
population of China resided In 176 cities of over 50,000
population, yet 66 per cent of th� missionary body, 34
^^Ballou, 0�. cit. , pp. 110-111.
*�Price, o�. cit., p. 131.
*�China Inland Mission, In Season Out of Season,
(Philadelphia: China Inland MissTon, 1934), pTYTZ
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per cent of the OMneee Christian workers, and 24 per
eent of the ehwoh members, resided In these same urban
centers .50
Since the people in the rural areas were largely
Illiterate, religious eduoation was emphasised on a basis of
literacy. The methods ��^loyed were the following:
(a) Teaching to read by means of literacy readers as
basis for religious education; introducing religious mate
rial after period of literacy eduoation.
(b) Literacy education by means of literacy reader
and religious material taught together; rellgiotis material
supplementing th� general literacy material.
(c) Teaching to read �ntlr�ly with ub� of religious
material�Bible, religious textbooks, catechism, etc.'^
The third method proved to be th� best for tJ�s older
folks. The dlffic\ilties in the rural areas were �ven mor�
s�v�r�.52 the preparation for membership in the church,
a class for the probationers always 8�rv�d th� purpose.
The requirements for admission to the church wer�
glv�n by Price as the following: (a) some kliwi of literacy,
(b) sincere motives, (c) Christian experience, (d) Christian
knowledge, and (e) Christian character.^
Sunday schools and Bible classes were common in the
ruz*al areas, but th&j often appeared to be only another
preaching service .5* Some of the churches provided reading
SOprank Wilson Price, Th� Rii^al Church in China (New
York: Agricultural Missions, Inc., 1948), p. 3.
SI Ibid., p. 175.
52 Ibid., p. 177.
53 lb id., pp. 182-184.
54 Ibid., p. 191.
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or study sched\aes for individuals. Men's and women's organ
isations in the churohes and group meetings in the homes or
villages supplied the opportunities for Christian fellowship.
Special services on Simday were often very Important to the
Chinese. These special Sundays often followed the native
festivals: Ching Ming�Memorial Day, Mid-autumn festival-
Thanksgiving Day, th� Lunar Hew Year�Family Day, and the
Dragon Boat Festival�Health Day.^^ Christian festivals and
national holidays w�r� also observed.
Some of the defects. Th� Church of China in this day
is overshadowed by Christian schools, medical work, and
social service. In the mind of the average Ohinese, **o\jr
religion B�ans to him primarily an instrument of social ser
vice This was most trv^ of the work of modernistic mis
sionaries. Elmer T. Clark said, *'Some missionarias naver
lnvit�d the native preachers to their hoses but associated
exclusively with scholars among the Chinese. ''^^ Some of the
Christian schools, i.e. , McTyerre School and St. John's
University, made it difficult for students of modest means
by high tuition rates. Bi^eclally did this apply to
McTyerre School, which was established for the daughters of
SSibid., p. S14.
S^Ballou, og^. cit., p. 118.
S'^Klroer T. Clark, The Chiang's of Ghlna (war �ditionj
N�w York: Ablngdon-Cokasbury Pr�8s7 193S), p. 32.
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ugpp�p-ola8s C!hlnes� families,^�
Among student 6 who returned from the West, th� minis
terial students received th� least salary. While the aver
age ml.^slonary had a salary of mor� than on� hundred dollars
per month, th� Western educated, and perhaps Western bom,
Ohinese minister received only fifteen dollars per month.�^
No wonder some of them left the mission and established
their own business, doing Christian work on th� side. The
Coiffinunlats often classified the missionaries with th� rich
landlords or merchamits.
Wcstsrn typ� danc� halls, bars, and movi� th�at�rs
showed 1^ in th� cities along the coast. Th� �vil sld� of
th� West was brought to th� Chines�, who often thought all
Westerners were Christians. If life was in Christian coun
tries as it appeared in Ishe movies, to many Chines� Confu
cianism seemed better than Christianity. A Chinese once
told Prank W. Price: "Som� of the American motion pictures
undo the good that many missionaries accoaqplish."�^
IV. THE BIGHT YEAR WAR (1937-1945)
m 1931 the Japanese invaded Northeast China and
Manchuria. Because of lack of preparation, China did not
��Ibid.. p. 42.
SQibid.. p. 31.
SOprice, China�Twilight or Dawn? o�. cit., p. 163.
d�olar� war against Japan. Japan took three provinces with
out too much resistance, and in 1933 occiqsied Jehol. This
invasion increased the covetousnesa of Japan as well as for
warded the internal unification of China. After the inci
dent at the Marco Polo Bridge on July 7, 1937, China could
bear no more. Under the leadership of Chiang Kai-Shek,
China mobilized all her people to face the crisis. The
government offices were moved westward to the war-time cap
ital of Chungking. The Chinese wer� prepared to figjht to
th� end.
The great migration. Thousands of Chinos� did not
want to stay at homo undar th� Japanese oco\;^ation and ovac-
uated with th� gov�mment to the western provinces. With
limited transportation facilities, young people walked
throiigh mountains and rivers for hundreds of miles to th�
free land. Trucks and trains were not only crowded, but
many Chines� sat on top of th� vehicles, others hanging from
the doors. There were no safety rules� th� p�ople wanted
freedom. A great number wer� killed on th� way by sickness,
bombing, highway accidents, and falling from overcrowded
vehicles. Suoh tragedy was never seen befor�.
Among these refugees , a groat nmber were Christians
^o brought with them the Christian message to th� vast
west�m provinces where Christians wer� verj few. Also, th�
mission and Christian schocle travelled to th� interior.
Often on� could se� a ragged prof�seor leading a group of
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yoimg students along th� highway toward th� W�st� This was
the greatest migration of many centuries in China.
Th� �m�rg�nee of missions. Much work was don� by th�
mlsslonarlas among the refug���. Sine� Japan was friendly
toward th� Occidental comtrlas, many Chln�s� took refug� In
the Pr�nch and International Concessions of Shanghai. At
Shanghai alone there were more than seven hundred thousand
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refugees. Refuge� camps appeared everyitoer�. Th� first
problem was food. Relief work was done by International
organizations and missions.
The next problem was education for the ohildren of
school age. Som� of the schools in th� concessions were
overcrowled. In some schools olasses were offered in shifts.
In the interior, ancestral halls or teazles wer� converted
into sohools. A nifisber of Christian schools imited their
funds, faculty, and staff mei^era. West China Onion Univer
sity at Chengtu became the host to four refuge� colleges.
In Yumn, several universities united and organised the
Southwest University. Bven with poor environment and equip
ment, such sohools wor� producing some strong characters and
abl� stud�nts. liEaprovements wer� Impossible in these Chris
tian solKJols, since it was very difficult �ven to maintain
the schools. It vms not unusual for six students to bo
crowded into a room normally Intended for two. Office rooms
Slsallou, 0�. cit., p. 156.
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served as living qtiarters also. Seldom was there an imoccu-
pled ohair in the college dining hall. As a matter of fact,
they ate while standing. Such conditions are almost beyond
description. Because the writer attended similar achools,
he came to appreciate the efforts of the educators more
than he did.
Sickness was common among the imdemourlshed refugees.
In southwestern China malaria was widespread. Dysentery
resulted from imclean food. Without equipment and stqpplies
medioal missionaries had a great burden to carry. The work
of missions included extending a helping hand to the vast
number of homeless children. Orphaiwges Increased many fold.
Some miaalons aided the operation of small factories in
order to provide opportunities for employment and better the
eoonoaaic conditions.
The lurches in free China faced a difficult situa
tion also. The refugee Christians needed new church build
ings, m the boi^-scared cities they had to meet for ser
vices in caves. In some rwal areas temporary structures
were built. Sunday sohools followed the growth of the
churohes, but supplies were meagre, since the Christian pub-
llehing houses were located In the occupied areas. Still,
the Christian refugees did stir the people of the western
provinces to the Chrlstlfloi message. The refugees were open
to the gospel, too. They were anxious to hear and learn
more about Jesus from whom they might obtain comfort and
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peace of �ind end aoul. At the beginning of the war, E.
Stanley Jones visited parts of China and conducted good meet
ings at Hankow, Changsha and Chungking.�^ Other evangelis
tic cas^aigns were held in many places.
As the number of missionaries decreased, the nationals
accepted x^sponslblllty for the work. In 1959 the Border
Mission was organised by Chinese to reach the Lolo tribe in
northern Ssechwan, and other tribes at the Burma border.SS
The Christian work done among the tribes by a few mission
aries was of modest proportions, though the irork grew. Price
gives a typical scenes
Whole villages and clans, dressed in brightly embroi
dered homespun wool, were walking over mountain trails
to the church service, singing with exquisite harmony
and lovely echoes through the hills their Christian
hymns set to old ballad tunes.�*
Religious education In the sohools* The religious
activities such as dhapel aervices, Bible classes and Bible
study in J^glish continued in the Christian schools. Bow-
ever, similar activities were found in many govexinment
sohools. Missionaries were often invited to the goverment
sohools to teach one or two courses. The English Bible
class was effective among the students. Those who could not
otherwise be interested in the Christian faith were often
Q^Ibid.. p. 157.
�5ci�ouch, o�. cit., pp. 14-15.
6*Price, China--Twil1ght or Dawn? op. cit., p. 111.
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Introduoed to Christ through this means Choir, also^
became popular in all the schools. Students sang not only
in the schools or chtirches, but in the hospitals to the
wounded soldiers. Many of the schools were far from the
cities, and the students came from every part of China.
Because of differences in langmges, custcans, and interests,
the stixlents often organised their own churches. The
Riverbend Righ School was an example.�� The boys shared
responsibility both in management and in worship participa*
tion. Preachers were chosen and invited to take part in the
service, m this church, the attendance of Sunday services
inereaaed from fifty to two himdred. Elsewhere, Christian
fellowship circles were often found�even in secular schools.
The outlook for the work among students was very encouraging.
But religious activities were not often evangelical
and they lost the truth of salvation which is in Christ. The
writer attended two different Christian middle schools. In
the chapel services a lecture consisted of social, education
al or political problems. The Bible class was a class In
ethics or Biblical history. Evangelistic meetings es^haslsed
social service only. Once seme Christian students invited
the writer to join their Christian fellowship, viho was happy
to be invited. The speaker of the hour was the wife of the
SSopouoh, og^. Pit., p. 22.
^^Ibid., pp. 91-92.
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d�an. She had bean educated in th� United States and was
once a principal of a Christian girls* high school, "The
Cte*oat Person of Jesus'* was l^r subject. She presented Jesus
as a great teacher, philosopher, psychologist, and revolu
tionist. It was a beaut if111 speech, but she definitely
denied the deity of Christ, the blood, the resurrection, and
the second coming of Christ. She said: "Christianity was
Imported from Western cotmtrles who no longer believe sueh
superstitions as miracles and a siapematural Being. Why
shoiald we Chin�s6 believe in that kind of religion la the
great twentieth century?" This was th� first and th� last
Christian fellowship in th� school. Many students who cam�
from good Christian homes began to doubt. It was a real
tragedy.
Pearl Harbor inoident and missions in China. Japan
ese troops swooped down upon the missions the day after
Pearl Harbor, rushed the missionaries off to prison camps,
sealed shut th� doors of churches and locked himdreds of
Christians in jail where they wer� tortured and som� �v�n
dl�d. In the occupied areas the church began to suffar
severe persecution. H�v�rtheles s , th� Chin�s� chtn*ches went
on with courage and help from Ck>d. In som� places laymen
preaehed. In the hands of Chinese and with financial svp^
port from the Chinese, the Christian schools continued.
Even thougb it was a difficult hour, Ood used the opportunity
to develop national leadership in the churches and Christian
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the western provinces the allied troops appeared*
The Coraaunista once more co-operated with the nationalist's
Central Government �
There was sincere gratitude for American military aid
in the crucial years of the war that did much to soften
the earlier resentment at American sale of s^irap iron
and oil to Japan.�''
''G. I's who were in China will not soon forget the
*th\asb8 vip* and cheery Ding Hao (Very Good) shotated at them
by people on the streets and roads and even by babes in
arms."�� The Aj^rioan boys visited the native ohin*ches
in^er the leadership of the Chinese.�� The school choirs
sang at the American Amy hospitals. But the presence of
Allied, especially Amerioan troops, in China was a mixttire
of good and evil.
Some American soldiers by their rudeness, arrogance,
drtmkenness, or other offensive behavior aroused criti
cism and even hostility among the Chinese and gave a
poor impression of "Christian" America."*
Crouch recorded;
The boycott of Chinese girls for American soldiers
had come about throiagh united student action on the
Chjunt^n campuses after incidents in i^loh some of the
Chinese girls had been raped by our soldiers.^"
�7Price, China�Twilight or Dawn? 0�. cit., p. 48.
^Qlbid.
S^Croueh, o�. cit., p. 4.
"yPlbid.. p. 3.
71price, China�Twilight or Dawn? op. cit., pp. 48-49.
'^^Orouoh, o�. cit., p. 99.
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The Coaanuniate did not healtate hut proB^tly took the
opportunity to work among the stvaienta and youth. It seemed
that they oould enter any group. An antl-Amerlcan movement
broke out and but for the control of the Central Ooveriment,
they would not have been eheoked. During this time, however,
the CcHaraunlsts sowed their seed in the he&vts of young peo
ple.
V. THE COMflimXSTIC H^IME
The changing period after V-J Day, fteen It was
announced that Japan had surrendered, the refugees began to
pack, anxious to return home. Many of them constriusted
boats, placed everything and family in them, and sailed
downstream on the Tantze Hiver from Chungking toward
Shanghai. To move a hcsae to a plaoe about a thousand miles
distant was rather a large financial problem, and these
boats were often made very slaeply and poorly. In the news
papers one often read about the death of a whole family at
the Yantze Ck>rge, idiere the river Is narrow swift.
Christian schools, for the most part, gave vsp their inade
quate ancestral halls in the West to restore their original
campuses, not always Cf^pletely destroyed by war. Turning
over properties from Japanese hands to the Bfatlonallst
Government proved to be a great problem. Manchuria was handed
to the Communists by the Russians who entirely destroyed the
industry of Manchuria In a few months, working even worse
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havoo than tha Japaneta had dona alaawhara. Sow tha graat
northern part of China was already In the hands of the Coraran-
nlets except for a few cities. This marked a new age for the
Cosaaiuniats.
When the people rettamed from th� West to their native
land, they oft�n would not find their hoai� and thair old
friends or relatives. Imedlately the problems of work,
housing, and food followed. With joy and bop� they had trav
elled from a place a thousand miles away, only to be sorely
disappointed. As Prank W. Price described its "Today China
appears tired out and discouraged by the overwhelming prob
lems of the past war period. Wmy within and without the
nation are losing faith in h�r power of recovery."'''^
After V-J Bay, foreign nawspapermen called upon
President Chiang. With Ms usual dlsceme^nt and farsighted
ness he eaid, "The most dangerous period of the whole war
will be the year or two after the war."*^*
The Communists knew that this was their opportunity.
They extended their program of propaganda and promised the
people food, housing, and work. An anti-American movement
was led by Communist students even in Christian sohools. By
skillful organisation the Commiiniat movement among students
spread all over China. The Communist leadership made clever
''^Prioe, China�Twilight or Dawn? op. cit., p. 41.
74 Ibid., p. 53.
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us� of all ita opportunities to aggr^vat� labor strikes and
student protests.
Missionaries realized the danger of th� hour and many
devoted more tim� for work aiaong th� youth. In a great nxm-
ber of sohools at that time, there wer� a Christian group
aixi a Communist gro^p, eaoh group attempting to win students
to its faith. On V-J Day the number of missionaries was
about one thousand, but within two years th� number incr�aB�d
to nearly three thousand which is only half th� niaraber of
th� pre-war total ."^^ After the war th� enrollment of
Christian sohools was twice as large as before th� war.'''�
The Church of China in two year� rostoi^ most of its work
of pre-war years, �accept in Gcamaunist areas. The Christian
Inter-Varsity Pellow^ip, tmder the leadership of Calvin
Chao, in co-operation with th� missionaries, did a wonder
ful work among the stud@i*8. Revival meetings on soe^
campuses wer� running in competition with Communist gather
ings.
With military supplies from Russia and skillftal prop
aganda am>ng th� people, th� Communists � amies invaded from
th� North to th� South. Finally, in 1950, th� whole vast
land of China was brou^t under the Communistic regime.
"^Slbid., p. 135.
76 Ibid., p. 124.
77lbid., p. 131.
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The Chineae Churoh under the Heda. m ISay, 1050, the
Cosaaunistlo Oovemmerib of Peking, in oonferenoe with a group
of ehuroh leaders, lesiii&d a Manifesto which made it clear
that missionaries would be expected to leave the country
"voluntarily" and not return. By 1952 almost all siisslon-
aries left China and handed th� work over to th� Chinese.
It was possible for missionaries to leave th� field with
hope for th� future of th� Church as it had beoorae mor� and
more a Chinese body. Independent chiirches as th� Christian
Meeting Place, the True Jesus' Church, the Jesus Family, and
th� Church of Spiritual Pood, ar� growing faster than �var
before. But Oomraunism and Christianity are incoia^satibl� .
By 1950 eighty per cent of the churches oeased to function.*^
only the dtiurches in th� cities were struggling on. The
Communists often sent secret policemen to hear nhat th� min
isters preaehed. k ^eat number of ministers were put in
jail, some were killed with th� title of the "running dogs"
of imperialism. CSbristian hospitals and schools were
"loaned" to th� goverimient. As a result, tharo was no mor�
Christian activity in these institutions.
For international publicity, in the p�opl��s Politi
cal Consultation Conference five Protestant delegates wer�
elected ."'^ Liberal Christians wer� acc�pt�d b�eaus� they
79"Coimaunl8m and th� Church In China," Information
service (Vol. 29, Mo. 14. New Tork: Departmant of R�8earch
and fe<iucatlon. Federal Council of the Churohes of Christ in
America, April d, 1950).
79 lb id.
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are materlaXlstlo and seek the social welfare of the people
by human power alone. Since the Commianlsts recognized lib
eral Protestantism as a real social force, "the official
theory is that religion will die a natural death as the
social order advances, and that persecution Is therefore a
mistaken policy. "90 But not all the Ohinese churches were
liberal. All the independent Chinese chtirches and a great
ntmiber of rural churches are conservative. The liberal
chtzrches vanished while the real Church continued in secret.
Dick Hillis, sho spent eighteen m>nths in Ccnmnunlst-
controlled China with his family, said: "Communism is law
of the gtm. It la anti-God, anti-Christ, anti-hcme and
ant i-everythlng that Is decent and clean. It Is organized
international banditry."�^ "Commtanlsm Is a 3?eligion,
inspired by Satan in his ruthless, relentless war against
Christianity."�^ China is entirely closed to the Gospel.
Prayer is the only way to help the Christian nationals.
Quentin K. Y. Htaang's book, Bfow I Can Tell, gives a true
picture of liiat the Communists have done to Christianity,
the people, and the world.
The hope in Formosa. Formosa is the only place in
QQibid.
83.Dick Hillis, Shall We Forfeit Fojraosa (second edi
tion; Grand Rapida, Michigan : Zondervan PuOllshlng House,
1964), p. 15.
Q^Ibid.. p. 24.
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th� eontpol of th� National lets, including some of tha
islands, Pescadores, Quemoy and others. Besides the seven
million Amoy-speaking Ohinese on the plains and som� of the
aboriginal headhtmters in th� mountains, about thra� million
Chinese came from the mainland to this islaxKi as r�fug�es.
Th� Gosp�l first came to Formosa aroxind 1870 when the
Presbyterians from England and Canada began thare a persist
ent and conservative witness. For seventy years before ?*J
Day, these two groups worked alone.
m 1949 th� missionaries in Taipei had a get-together
at the Presbyterian Seminary and there were less than a
dosen present. Five of them had come frcmi the mainland
of China. ... How at this time there are between one
and two hundred missionaries right in Taipei and on the
Island there are over three hundred.@3
These missionaries represent thirty-seven mission
boards. The number of missionaries is increasing. Among
the refugees a great number are Christians who are doing
their own missionary work.
In 1951 there was an average of one church bom every
two weeks. In 1952 there was an average of one every
seven weeks. All of these chtn*ches Imve been built by
native Christiana, one entirely by women. In 195S, 109
churches were built. The estimate for 1954 is two a
week.8*
The fastest groslng church of all groups is the Chris
tian Beating Place, the "Little Flock," a pure Chinese con-
�"*A personal letter of April 26, 1955, from Rev. Peter
Kiehn, the superintendent of th� CJospel Mission of Taiwan,
Post Office Box 164, Taipei, Formosa, China.
op. cit pp. 9-10.
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aervative group �h�re many laisslonarles often visit. This
gi*oup sent many missionaries to the Chinese in the Philip
pines, Indonesia and other parts of Southeast Asia. The work
of the Canadian Presbyterian Mission among the tribes people
has been wonderfully done. tFnder the leadership of Madame
Chiang, the first ehaplainoy corps of the Chinese army was
formed.65 xn the Reader's Digest of August , 1955, she
stated: "I was not only intellectmlly convinced but per
sonally attached to my Lord."�� Since she had an "old-faah-
ioned conversion" she has been a great help to evangelical
Christianity in Formosa.
The methods of the churches and missions in FoniK>sa
are in the old tradition such as street meetings, visitation,
mass evangelistic meetings, Stmdsy School, hospitals,
sohools, distribution of literature, etc. But the unique
work of the Oriental Crusades should be m�sitioned here.
Beside their mass evangelistic meetings among the students,
armies and farmers, basketbiCLl evangelism drew the biggest
crowds and reached certain people who would not be reached
otherwise. Following these meetings, a free correspondence
course is offered to everyone who signed th� decision card.
Each lesson, after they answered, is carefully corrected and
Q^Ibid.. p. 14.
��Chiang Kai-shek (Madame), "The Power of prayer.
Reader's Digest. 67:56, August, 1965.
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sent baok. In 1954, 152,000 were enrolled In the course.67
The Navigators* memory system Is also introduced to the peo
ple. This follow-up work has been a great achievement in
religious education.
A great improvement has been the use of aud5o-visual
aids. Slides, films, pictures, records, flamielgraph and
radio have increased in quantity and quality. Christian
programa in both Mandarin and Amoy dialects are heard from
broadcasting stations. Since Mandarin is taught in all the
sohools, the language barrier is not so great a hindrance as
it once was. Some student centers were built by the stu
dents th^Bselves for purposes of Christian fellowship and
recreation. But the Sunday School in Formosa Is still pri
marily for the ohildren. m the Ohrlstian Meeting Plaoe
there are three kinds of Bible olasses to instruct the peo
ple. The first one is for the Inquirers who want to know
more about Christ. The second is for converts in order to
help them grow in grace. The third is for all the people,
especially for the ones having a desire to do personal evan
gelistic work. These classes are as well attended as the
regular services.
About Protestant Ohrlstian schools, before the war
the English and Canadian Presbyterian boards had high schools
in Tainan and Tanshui, and two seminaries on the college
Q'^Ibid,. p. 22,
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level, one in Taipei and the other in Tainan. How, ahout
eight new Bible schools have been added to the number. By
1955 the first two Christian colleges began their work on
the Island. The town of Ghiaig-ll loaned some houses and a
large plot of ground to the college of which Br. James
Graham is the founder. And Tuag�Hai University has brought
its campus to the city of Taiehung.��
Dick Eillia declared, "in the center of all these
countries is Formosa. There the Ch%u�ch is living, breathing,
producing Christians she are preaching the Word.^B� Indeed,
this is th� great harvest tim� in Formosa. Everyon� is
anti-Coram\2nlst through and through. Whenever the Christians
in Formosa can return to their hc�aee on the mainland, they
will be personal evangelists. Though Christian work in
Formosa has been well done, yet much remains to be done. It
only takes C(�Qmunlsts* Jets six minutea to attack Formosa.
Christianity dare not delay for this might be the last oppor
tunity.
VI. KEW TRENDS
Kew fields. Chines� p�opl�, out sld� of China, ar�
scatt�r�d all ov�r the world. In Southeast Asia there are
about thirteen million overseas Chinese. Most of them are
��Klehn�s letter, loc. cit.
�%illie, 0�. cit., p. 28.
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in business. They even oontrel the eeonomic situation of
the Southeast Asiatic countries. Misalonaries had been work
ing among them for years before they reached th� mainland of
China. But th� work was not fully dovelop�d as in China.
How China's door is closed. Seeing the urgent need, mission
aries turnod their �y�s upon th�s� Chln�se, �8p�clally those
refugees who �vacuated from th� mainland. Thousands of
ref\]g��8 have fled to Hong Koag in the last few years, md
in 1953 about twenty new Chinese villages wer� built in
Malaya. The Chinese carried ^th them Chin�s� ccwnmerc�
aj:vi foz*m�d Chln�se business colonies somewhat like th�
ancient Or��k or Homan merchants, but ^idthout any political
ambition.91 Th� Communists are attempting to win thorn. Lin
Tutang �xposed th� Oommmiats^ aggression In Singapore among
the Chin�s� students and busin�ssm�n in his artlcl� in Life
of May 2, 1955.^� Among 1,120,000 Chines� in Singapore,
there are about 2,000 Red sympathizers, and 30,000 of them
are listed as ChjrtLstians.�^ Christian missions recognlied
the hour of emergency and added more missionaries in Southeast
Asia. The China Inland Mission �v�n �stablishad Its h�ad-
^^^Byanazar,^ Th� MilllonB, 63:74, May, 1956.
�^Prlc�, China�Twilight or Pawn? o�. cit., p. 9.
�^Lin Yutang, "How Rod Terror Wrecked My University,"
Life, 38:138-140, 142, 145-146, 148, 153-164, May 2, 1955.
^^Robert Sherrod, "Singapore," Satiarday Evening Post,
227:35, 77, March 19, 1955.
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qimx^tera at Singapore, In th� amall crowded island of Hong
Kong, there are more than a hundred missionary societies
working amng th� Chinese, �sp�cl�lly the refugees. If
Chrlatlanity fails to win t*-<ein, th� Ccnsimimlsts will. There
ar� thousands of Chines� in Central ar^ South Amarlca and
thousands of Chinas� in Africa who ar� neglected. Th�
Christian Chines� in North America ar� still Just a small
groi:^. Th� n�ed sastong the Chinese is v�ry great,
Btew �Sghasls, Training national workers is the
greatest aim of all mission boards, Iherever a mission is
established, a Bible training school springe xtp* In these
schools the practical training in the field of counseling,
preaching and religious eduoation are more stressed than in
previous times. But supervision has always been n�gl�ct�d.
In the field of doctrine and philosophy, there Is a trend
toward Kore conservatism.
Christian literature in China consists mostly of
translations from th� English, so there has been emphasis
put upon Chines� Christians becoming writers. A gr�at num-
b�r of books, periodicals and tracts have been written by
Chines� nationalists, Sunday school materials need to be
graded. There is a lack of good Christian books for teen-
agsrs. Sine� th� p�rcentage of illit�racy has decreased.
Christian publications have increaaad. Says Taylor t
Th� China Inland Kllasion, as a result of a postwar
policy decision, is greatly increasing its literature
work with a fast developing literacy program through its
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Ohplatian Witness Press In Hong Kong, as a key to the
vast dispersed population of Chinese throughout Asla.^*
The use of audio-visual aids in the Chinese Church
and Its schools is in a primitive stage. Plannelgraphs are
scarcely seen in Sunday School. In this field aid from
iUnerlca Is urgently needed.
Above all, the aim of Christian edtication miist be the
winning of souls to Christ first. Mere "social gospel,"
without the changing of men�8 hearts, would Just open the way
for the Communists who are propagating a social revolution.
On the other hand, proper aocial emphasis must follow the
Gospel of salvation. For example, the vork of the Christian
Meeting Place has no sohool nor hospital, but they are get
ting people saved and have built most of the new chtirches In
Formosa.
9*Kenneth N. Taylor, "Can We Win the War of Words?"
Moody Monthly. 5Ssl6-17, March, 1955.
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